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ABSTRACT
This study examines English speakers learning Spanish as a second language and
compares their acquisition of a pragmatic competency—non-canonic word order—^with
their acquisitionof a grammatical competency—the correctuse of past tense verbs.
Although both Spanish and English share the subject-verb-object arrangement of
constituents as canonic word order, Spanish speakers frequently use other arrangements,
oftenbeginning sentences with verbs. It is hypothesized that English speakers, as a
result of transferring the rigidity of English word order, acquire the non-canonic form
comparatively late and in relation to their exposure to native Spanish, while they tend to
acquiregrammatical skills earlier and showprogressive improvement from level to level.
The subjects—64 in all—comprised native Spanish spealcers, advanced bilinguals
who had learned Spanish as adults, and university students enrolled in Spanish classes of
different levels Some of the student subjects had studied Spanish abroad, but others had
not.
the results confirm that pragmatic competency inusing non-canonic word order
is generally acquired later and in relation to exposure to Spanish in anatural setting,
while grammatical competency isacquired regularly through progressive stages. The
results pose interesting questions and suggest further research insecond language
acquisition, Spanish linguistics, and Spanish pedagogy.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In the process of acquiring a second language, all learners face the tasks of building
an adequate vocabulary, learning a new grammar, and developing pronunciation skills
adequate for making themselves understood. Learners must also contend with a number of
forces, both internal and external, that affect their ultimate success. Among these forces
are the amount of formal training they receive, their exposure to the target language in
various settings, and the influence that previously learned languages—especially a
learner's mother tongue—exerts on the learning process.
Another factor that influences second language (L2) learning is the degree of
mastery to which various learners aspire. A business traveler may only want to learn
"survival-level" skills for orderingmeals and asking directions to the bathrooms. An
immigrant who liveshappily in a neighborhood where his or her language is routinely
spokenmay need second languageskills only for "special purposes" encountered at work.
Still otherL2 learners aspire to the ambitious goal of acquiring native-like proficiency. It
is this last group that is the focus of this study. Thebothersome fact is that advanced
learners, in spite ofhaving acquired large vocabularies and having reached high levels of
proficiency in grammar and pronunciation, often persist in "sounding foreign."
This study will look at one of the linguistic elements that frequently marks
advanced L2 learners as non-native speakers—the word order they use inconstructing
sentences. Although word order is frequently prescribed by the grammar ofa language, in
many languages it can be dictated by context or situation. In such instances, several
possible arrangements of sentence constituents can be equally correct grammatically, and
the word order is said to be based on pragmatic considerations. It is when confronted with
more than one grammatically correct option for arranging the constituents of a sentence
that many L2 speakers fall short of their goal of native-like ability. In spite of having
acquired grammatical competency, they find themselves limited by a lack of pragmatic
competency.
Word order and language transfer
Language transfer—especially the influence of the mother tongue on the
acquisition of a second language—has beenan important channel for second language
acquisition (SLA) research sinceSLAemerged as a distinct branch of linguistic
investigation in the second halfof thetwentieth century. In language transfer studies and
other SLA research, as is true in linguistic investigation ingeneral, word order has quite
naturally beenthe focal point of abundant attention. AsWilliam Rutherford pointed out in
a 1989 article, "Word order constitutes one area of language organization in which a
number ofseparate spheres oflinguistic inquiry quite naturally converge" (p. 163).
Indeed, word order is such a prominent feature oflanguages that the arrangement ofthe
constituents subject (S), verb (V) and object (O) isone ofthe primary methods of
classifying languages. The typical arrangement ofthe subject, verb, and object is
considered to be alanguage's canonic word order (CWO). Typologically, English, along
with the romance languages, is categorized as an SVO language. Chapter 2will explore
literature concerning research relevant to word order and the effects of language transfer
and canonic word order on second language acquisition.
Word order and pragmatics
Even in languages like English, in which CWO has a strong influence on the
syntax, there are situations in which CWO is abandoned. In English those instances of
"violating" CWO are frequently dramatic or poetic in nature, for example
Before us rose the mountains, majestic in their splendor.
In Spanish, which shares with English the canonic arrangement SVO, the ordering
of constituents is muchmore flexible, and non-SVO (i.e., non-canonic) arrangements are
frequent. For example, a common non-canonic Spanish arrangement of constituents canbe
seen in
Empezo la resistencia
Began the resistance
where theverb precedes the subject, thereby emphasizing thecontext, in this case
indicating the beginning ofa state oran activity (see discussion inChapter 2).
The choice ofword order in such situations isconsidered to bepragmatic, meaning
that the choiceis not basedon grammatical conventions linked to the CWO, but instead
results from the context. Thompson (1978) expressed these departures from CWO as
"pragmatic word order." Although that terminologyhas largely been abandoned (W.
Rutheiford, personal communication, December 8,1999), pragmatic word order (PWO)
remains a fact, and Thompson's original terminologywill be particularly useful in this
study. The workingdefinitionof pragmatics used in this paper will be the one provided by
Richards, Platt, and Platt in Xhe LojjgmanDictionaryofLanguage TeachingandApplied
Linguistics (1992):
... the use of language in communication, particularly the relationships between
sentences and the contexts and situations in which they are used (p. 284).
At this point it should be noted that CWO is derived from declarative sentences.
Toform questions, English appears to beunusual in employing an auxiliary verb (do) to
form yes-no questions. Many SVO languages simply reverse thecanonic positions ofthe
subject and theverb: iHabla ustedespanol? orParlez-voiisfrangais? (Speak you
Spanish/French? =Do you speak Spanish/French?). This grammatical rearranging of
constituents generally poses no problems forEnglish speakers.
Another common grammatically prescribed word order difference found inmany
SVO languages is the placement ofdirect and indirect object pronouns infront ofverbs, as
can be seen in the Spanish example below. Also note that overt expression ofthe subject
is optional since person and tense are carried in the morphology ofthe verbs:
Lo hahlo mal = It (I) speak poorly.
Se lo dije = (To) him/her it (I) told.
The placement of object pronouns is a rule-govemed grammatical feature of
Spanish found in all textbooks. In contrast, the phenomenon under investigation here is
the choice between two grammatically correct possibilities:
Se lo dijo Juan = (To) him it told John
Juan se lo dijo = John (to) him it told
It is sentences like the ones above that have fostered the common concept that the
word order of Spanish (and manyother languages) is "flexible," which, when compared
with English, it is. As will be seen in this study, however, "more flexible" simplymeans
that the syntax is not governed by CWO andrules of grammar to the samedegree as in
English. In the examples above, pragmatic considerations influence the ultimate choice
between the twogrammatically correct options. In some contexts, native Spanish speakers
favor the verb-subject (VS)arrangement, yet the pragmatic forces behind such decisions
are seldom discussed in the classroom or found in grammars.
Research question
Because a tremendous body of research has been created around the study of
English as a SecondLanguage, and because every language challenges learners with
unique conventions, many researchers are now turningtheir efforts toward examining the
acquisition of languages other than English (Montrul& Bruhn, 1999). In keeping with that
trend, and because of the intrinsic value of understanding more fully the acquisition of
Spanish, this study examines the L2 acquisition of Spanish by native speakers of American
English. Van der Vlugt (1992) reports data from two corpora indicating that Spanish
speakers use non-canonic word order between 22% and 25% of the time. The general
purpose of this research is to find out at what point in their study, and under what
conditions, second language learners begin to acquire the pragmatic word order exhibited
by native Spanish speakers. To provide a point of reference for its acquisition, the
appearance of PWO in the interlanguages (ILs) of learners will be compared with the
acquisition of grammatical correctness, which in a traditional classroom setting is learned
progressively through several defined levels. The specific research question is this:
In Spanish as a second language, how does the acquisition of a pragmatic feature,
word order, compare to the acquisition of a grammatical feature, tlie use of past
tense verbs?
7The correct use of past tense verbs was chosen as the benchmark for demonstrating
the acquisition of grammatical competency becausethe Spanishpast tense is quite difficult
for students to acquire and is accorded considerableclass time and textbook space. The
specific problemthat English speakers havewith the Spanish past tense is tliat it, unlike
English, is composed of two aspects—theperfect (preterit) and the imperfect. In general,
the imperfect aspect indicates continuation or habitual repetition in the past, while the
perfect aspect indicates completion or a definite point in the past. Although there are
situations in which the choice of aspect reflects the speaker's attitude toward the topic (and
is thus pragmatic), the correct choice between the two aspects is frequently a grammatical
choice, and, unlike pragmatic variations in word order, the two aspects are the focus of
intense formal training.
Because Spanish and English share SVO canonic word order, and because that
CWO dominates English grammar, it was hypothesized that, when learning Spanish, native
speakers ofEnglish would transfer the rigidity ofEnglish CWO, thus acquiring the
pragmatic verb-subject arrangement of constituents during the later stages of acquisition
and in relation to their exposure to Spanish in a natural setting. It was further hypothesized
that, in spite of the difficulties inherent in mastering the Spanish past tense, learners at
different levels would showsystematic progress in acquiring grammatical competence in
using the imperfect and preterit aspects of the Spanish past tense.
Thefollowing chapter will discuss theories and studies relevant to Spanish word
order, therole oftransfer ininterlanguage word order, and the role of target-language input
in acquiring L2 syntax.
8CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
To establish the theoretical foundation for examining the transfer effects ofLI
CWOon the acquisitionof L2 pragmatic word order, this chapterwill first examinethose
aspectsof Spanish linguisticsthat relate to the "flexible" nature of Spanishpragmaticword
order. Following that is discussion of earlier studies that, like this one, have investigated
cross-linguistic influences on interlanguage syntax. Finally, there is discussion of the role
of input in SLA and of a study that examined cross-linguistic influences in the speech of
two children, one bilingual (Spanish/English) andthe othermonolingual (Spanish).
Spanish pragmatic word order
Although much of the recent SLA research deals with issues of syntax, most
investigators disregard context infavor ofemploying the analytical techniques of
transformational grammar to trace the movement ofconstituents from deep structure to
surface structure. Such efforts are often directed more toward supporting orrefuting
hypothesized links between SLA and the Universal Grammar (UG) theory ofprinciples
and parameters than they are toward explaining why language users make tlie choices they
make. There is typically little orno effort to explain when orwhy thenon-canonic forms
are used, even when such forms are considered unmarked. Transformational grammar
analysis can demonstrate thegrammatical basis ofthe non-CWO arrangements of
constituents, but to explain their uses, linguists rely on analyzing the information structure
of the language data.
Analysis from the viewpoint of information structure, a term sometimes considered
synonymous with pragmatics (Finegan, 1994), looks beyond the grammatical role of
sentence constituents to study how the information in a sentence is organized into a topic
followed by a comment about that topic. The two Spanish linguists consulted for this
study, Contreras (1976) and Whitney (1986), use the terms topic and comment
interchangeably with the terms theme and rheme.
Discussions of information structure in sentences generally consider a broader
context than is present in a single sentence, and analysis, in general, examines how old (or
"given") information is assigned to the theme, while new information is assigned to the
stronger position of the rheme. Writers following Chomsky's model use the termfocus to
indicate new information. Information structure is especially important in understanding
the construction of sentences having both a subject and a direct object (i.e., two noun
phrases). A basic example can be found in exercises provided by Finegan (1994, p. 221),
where he calls for analysis on the following Spanish sentences:
Q: ^Quien comio mi bocadillo?
Who ate my sandwich?
"Who ate my sandwich?"
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A: Tu bocadillo lo comio Consuelo.
You're sandwich it ate Consuelo.
"Consuelo ate your sandwich."
In the answer above, it is easily seen that "your sandwich," the direct object, was
moved to the beginning "theme position," and a clitic pronoun (/o/"the") was left in its
place. This is called left dislocation and produces an unmarked structure in which the
theme carries the old information ("your sandwich") and the rheme carries the new
information ("Consuelo"). The resulting pragmatic word order is OVS.
This example illustrates why the Spanish arrangement of constituents can be more
flexible than that ofEnglish. English grammar disallows this type of left dislocation
because it lacks the equivalent use of the clitic pronoun (fo/"it") to mark the initial noun
phrase ("your sandwich") as the direct object In English, such a rearrangement of
constituents would, of course, result in
* Your sandwich ate Consuelo.
It should be noted that, as Odlin (1989) put it, "Far from being 'free' or random,
word order in flexible languages seems to reflect constraints imposed by thediscourse
needs of speakers and listeners" (p. 88).
Because this present study focuses solely on the arrangement containing a verb
phrase followed by anoun phrase, that is, verb-subject, the discussion here can bypass the
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more complex fornis involving direct and indirect objects. (For a detailed discussion of
this subject, see the works cited in this chapter and also Zubizarreta, 1998.)
The VS arrangement is commonplace, simple, and thus, one might think, likely to
be acquired easily by L2 learners. Contreras (1976), however, studied the VS construction
in detail and found that, in spite of its apparent simplicity, the VS arrangement posed a key
problem in her attempt to develop a "rheme selection hierarchy" that would explain
speakers' practices in assigning material to the roles of theme and rheme. The form, as we
will see later, appears to be easier to acquire than it was for Contreras to explain. For her
example she used the sentence
Empezo la resistencia
•Began the resistance.
In terms of information structure, such a sentence should be considered marked because
the definite article (/a/"the") indicates that r^i-w/ewcw/'Vesistance" is given information,
yet the noun phrase appears in the rheme position, where new information typically falls.
In her attempt to develop a rheme selection hierarchy, Contreras was unable to account for
the sentence-initial predicate in her example without calling on the earlierworkofHatcher
(1956), whohad identified eight categories ofverbs that typically move intotheme
position. The categories include verbs that denote existence, absence, beginning,
continuing-remaining, production, occurrence, appearing, and coming.
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As will be seen, these categories account for the VS arrangements of constituents
that were elicited from the subjects in this study. By coincidence, Contreras used as an
example the sentence
Salid el sol
Came out the sun
which, as will be seen, the subjects in this study produced consistently.
Studies of SLA and word order transfer
The account ofword order transfer that provided the impetus for this present work
was reported by William Rutherford in the 1989volumeLinguistic Perspectives on Second
Language Acquisition. In his chapter entitled "Interlanguage and pragmatic word order,"
Rutherford, citingLi andThompson (1976) andThompson (1978), states that
...investigation into the less and less obvious instances of LI transfer have led to
the formulation of a claim about LI transferability that derives from the
considerations of three language typological parameters—canonical word order
(CWO) arrangements, ...topic- and subject-prominence...and grammatical word
order versus pragmatic word order.... Of these three parameters, it has been
claimed that only those two—namely topic- and subject-prominence and
GWO/PWO—that are definable in discoursal and not strictly syntactic terms will
exert a measurable influence on IL. In otherwords, LI (syntactic) CWO does not
undergo transfer in theadult L2 learning experience" (p. 166).
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It should be noted that the study generally refers to pragmatic word order as
GWO/PWO (with GWO indicating grammatical word order). This convention was
initiated by Thompson (1976) to show that the two arrangements of constituents form, as
she describes it, "...a continuum along which languages position themselves" (p. 20). In
other words, various languages demonstrate a balance between the use ofPWO and GWO
in determining linear word order. Since this study deals only with PWO as it manifests
itself in Spanish, the distinction is not necessary except for the fact, already noted, that on
the continuum, English is strongly GWO and Spanish is located toward the PWO end. It
should also be noted that when referring to syntax, Rutherford, a researcher in Universal
Grammar, probably had something more complex in mind than the word order of the
surface structure of a sentence.
In his 1989 study, Rutherford hypothesized that the "tendency for canonical word
order permutation in written ILs will correlate directly with the propensityof the learner's
native language to permute its owncanonical constituents" (p. 166). More specifically, he
hypothesized that although Spanish and Arabic are both SVO languages likeEnglish, the
native speakers of those languages would make word order errors inEnglish because their
languages treat word order much more flexibly than is permitted by English grammar. At
the same time, he predicted thatbecause Japanese grammar demands sentence-final
placement ofverbs, speakers ofJapanese would adhere toEnglish CWO with equal
rigidity and never produce sentence-final verbs in English. Rutherford maintained, as he
had in an earlier study (Rutherford, 1983), thattheabsence of sentence-final verbs in the
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ILs of Japanese learners ofEnglish would indicate that CWO was not a transferable
element of language.
To test his hypothesis, Rutherford examined compositions written as part of a series
of tests administered to international students at the University of Southern California. His
data included 59 compositions in Spanish, 149 in Saudi Arabic, and 21 in Japanese. As he
had predicted, none of the Japanese students transferred the Japanese verb-final CWO to
English, while both the Spanish and Arabic speakers did violate English CWO, again as he
had predicted. In the published account, Rutherford concludes his discussion with a
theoretical treatment of pragmatic word order from a UG viewpoint and again asserts his
belief that CWO is non-transferable.
Although he made no attempt to quantify his data beyond noting that word order
transfer seemed to appear in some sentences and not in others, Rutherford included in an
appendix the Spanish and Arabic sentences that he interpreted as containing transfer
effects. An example from his Spanish group is "In the lake ofMaracaibo was discovered
the oil" (p. 178). An examination of all 18 Spanish sentences shows that eveiy incorrect
English sentences contains a VS arrangement of constituents, and that the verbs in those
sentences fit logically into the categories ofverbs discussed above(Contreras, 1976). In
the sentencejust cited, for example, "was discovered" depicts an occurrence.
Another phenomenon that Rutherford noted in his data was that none of the errors
resulted from subjects' producing a form where the use ofVS included an object, for
example, VSO orOVS. Instead, the English errors inRutherford's data confonned,
without exception, to the pattern XVS, "when Xis exclusively an adverbial element (single
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adverb or prepositional phrase), V is intransitive or a passivized transitive (more
specifically, unaccusative), and S is the sole argument" (p. 174). The XVS
arrangement—the result ofLI transfer—conforms to what has already been shown about
non-canonic Spanish word order, and it also bears directly on this study.
Before his 1989 study, Rutherford (1983) had already made a similar claim about
the non-transferability ofCWO. In the 1983 study, he also predicted that the Japanese
speakerswould never transfer Japanese CWO by positioning the verb sentence final.
Rutherford's claimdrew unequivocal criticism from Odlin (1989, 1990). In bothworks,
Odiin criticizes the breadth ofRutherford's claim, pointing out in 1990 that
.. .there is an obvious pitfall in predicting when transfer will never occur. A
putativelyuniversal constrainton somekind of transfer cannot be universal if a
single clear-cut case of such transfer exists (p. 95).
Odlin proceeds to enumerate several examples of LI CWO transfer from several
languages, which, interestingly, are pidgins or L2s spoken in geographic areas where the
native language and the target language are both in common use and language-contact
situations are routine. The point upon which Odlin and Rutherford do agree is the
transferability of the comparative rigidity or flexibility of LI CWO.
Rutherford'sviews about the impossibility of CWO transfer also run contrary to
what is hypothesized in this study—namely that transfer effects from the strongly canonic
EnglishLI will lead to overproduction of the Spanish CWO; that is, transfer effectswill
cause a disproportionate number ofSV arrangements inL2Spanish, thus impeding a
learner's acquisition ofSpanish pragmatic word order. Because the subject-verb clauses
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are grammatically correct, learners may fail to realize that, in certain linguistic
environments (contexts), a canonic SV clause can be strongly marked and sound
"unnatural" to native speakers.
In spite of his making what may have been an overly broad and bold
pronouncement about the non-transferability of CWO, Rutherford contributed data—such
as the XVS configuration of constituents and the prenominal use of certain verbs—that
cast informative light on the discussion of Spanish word order.
The role of input in transfer
One of the examples of CWO transfer cited by Odlin (1990) was found in the
Spanish spoken in Peru and Ecuador by native speakers ofQuechua, the language of the
indigenous Andean people. In a recent study of this interlanguage Spanish, Camacho
(1999) introduces an element of transfer yet to be discussed here: the fact that the presence
or absenceof "evidence" in the target language influences whichLI featuresmay ormay
not be transferred.
AlthoughCamacho's purposewas quitedifferentfrom the purposeof this research,
his hypothesis and findings provide insight that is relevant. Working, likeRutherford,
within the framework ofUG, Camacho posed his research questions in terms ofwhether
two specific parameters controlling word order inLI (head-final) Quechua would be reset
to agree with those ofthetarget language, head-initial Spanish. Thehypothesis, which was
confirmed, was that one parameter (controlling the placement offocus) would indeed be
reset (i.e., LI transfer would not occur) because Spanish topic and focus are handled
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completely differently, thus providing the L2 speakers with "contradictory" evidence (i.e.,
the L2 speakers could clearly see that transfer of their L1 system of assigning focus would
not work in Spanish).
The second parameter that Camacho investigated was the use of null object
pronouns, which, because they are possible in certain contexts in Spanish, were incorrectly
transferred to the Spanish IL. That is, the parameter was not reset "since target evidence
was consistent with the LI setting" (p. 115).
The role of input has, of course, been one of the more studied aspects of second
language acquisition. A broad overview of important work on the subject can be found in
Gass and Madden (Eds., 1985), which includes a chapter by Liceras in which she discusses
problems that arise when input (Camacho's "evidence") in the target language appears
contradictory to learners. In her examples, Liceras discusses several grammatical uses of
the Spanish word qiie ("that"). The various uses, although grammatically quite different,
appear so similar on the surface that learners generally are unable to recognize the
differences and acquire the various forms successfully. Liceras proposesthat, becauseof
tlie confusing input, Spanish seems to have formed "a conspiracy to preventthe existence
of [certainfeatures] in the interlanguage grammar" (p. 249). The same could be said of
PWO; evidence ofPWO canbe difficult for learners, especially at the lower levels, to
detect because they expect CWO and also because VSO is the unmarked form in
interrogative sentences. Inother words, beginning students, expecting the canonic SVO,
may tiy to interpret pragmatically governed statements (e. i., VSO) asquestions.
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(mplications for this study
Although it was Rutherford's 1989 study that spawned the idea for this
undertaking, there is another study that is much more closely related in method and
purpose. Working with two children, a girl considered monolingual in Spanish and a boy
considered bilingual in Spanish and English, Van der Vlugt (1992) analyzed spoken data
elicited through interviews. One part of her hypothesis predicted that the bilingual subject
would, because of cross-linguistic effects from English, express more overt subjects in
Spanish. (Typically, because person and number are carried in the verb morphology,
subjects are expressed overtly only to avoid ambiguity or to signal emphasis or contrast.)
The second part of Van der Vlugt's hypothesis is strikingly similar to what is
hypothesized here; The bilingual boy's Spanishwould contain, as the result of transfer
effects, more SVO sentences than hismonolingual counterpart's. In the final analysis, the
monolingual subject produced SVOsentences 74.5%of the time, whereas the bilingual
subject produced SVG sentences 88% of the time.
Based on the research question and hypotheses presented in Chapter 1, and on the
related linguistic phenomena that have been discussed in this chapter, this study proposes
to answer these specific questions:
1. Given appropriate stimuli, to what degree will native speakers ofSpanish
produce the non-canonic VS arrangements described by Contreras (1976) and
found in Rutherford's 1989 English IL data?
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2. Will the pragmatic VS form manifest itself in the ILs ofL2 Spanish speakers of
different levels? If so, at what levels and to what degrees?
3. Will learners in fact exhibit an orderly development ofgrammatical abilities
through ascending levels, and how will the acquisition of Spanish PWO compare
with such development?
4. What, if any, correlation will be seen between the acquisition ofPWO and
exposure to native Spanish input?
20
CHAPTER 3
METHODS
To amass data that would test English speakers' acquisition of Spanish pragmatic
word order, subjects were selected to create cross sections of learners ranging from basic
beginners to advanced bilinguals. After completing a questionnaire eliciting their language
background information, the subjects were asked to relate the contents of a picture story
that had been developed specifically to elicit narratives containing VS (verb-subject)
clauses. The resulting data (i.e., the narratives), tape recorded and transcribed, were first
analyzed to establish how native Spanish speakers used pragmatic word order. Next, the
learners' samples were analyzed to compare their use of pragmatic word order with that of
native speakers. Finally, the narratives were againanalyzed to evaluate the participants'
grammatical abilities and determine what relationship, if any, existed between the subjects'
grammatical abilities and their acquisition of pragmaticword order.
The subjects
The subjects, 64 inall, included 14 native speakers ofSpanish, four groups of
university Spanish students ofdifferent levels (10 subjects pergroup), and 10 advanced
bilinguals whose first language is English.
The native speakers represented awide variety ofbackgrounds ranging from
university professors to recently immigrated laborers who were attending classes in
English as aSecond Language. Their countries of origin represented virtually all parts of
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the Spanish-speaking world: Spain, Puerto Rico, Mexico, El Salvador, Nicaragua,
Panama, Colombia, and Bolivia. The advanced bilinguals were adults who had learned
Spanish as adults and had lived or worked in Spanish-speaking countries (e.g.. Peace
Corps veterans, missionaries, and business professionals). Botli the native speakers and
advanced bilingual participants lived in the Ames and Des Moines, Iowa, areas.
With the exception of one graduate student, the student subjects were
undergraduates at Iowa State University, and their participation was strictly voluntaiy (as
required, the project was approved by the Human Subjects Review Committee). The
student subjects were categorized into groups that could be generally defined in tenns of
the amounts of formal instruction they had received and tlie amounts of exposure to
Spanish in a natural setting they had experienced:
• students completing first-year college Spanish (i.e., Spanish 102)
• students completing second-year collegeSpanish (i.e., Spanish202)
• students taking third-year(300 level) or higherSpanishcourses, but whohad
not studied abroad
• students taking third-year or higher Spanish courses who had studied abroad
Subject questionnaires
To verify that the groups were homogenous and representative ofL2 speakers at
various levels, all subjects, immediately before performing the story activity, completed
questionnaires that provided detailed information regarding the subjects' language
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backgrounds. The questionnaires—one for native speakers, another for advanced
bilinguals, and a third for student subjects—provided data relevant to each group. For the
student group, for example, the questionnaire asked the amounts of classroom instruction
the participants had received, how much grammar and literature they had studied, the
extent of their exposures to native Spanish on a daily basis, and the amounts of time they
had spent in Spanish-speaking countries. Any additional information the subjects
volunteered during their sessions was noted on the questionnaires as well. The
questionnaires can be seen in Appendix A.
To encourage the participation of students, all ofwhom were enrolled in at least
one Spanish class, anonymity was absolute. The students were not asked to give their
names or to sign a form, but instead were advised that the act of completing the
questionnaire constituted agreement to participate. The questionnaires were linked to the
tape recordings by way of letters and numbers that identify the subjects within their
assigned groups. For example, the subjects at the lowest level, those taking Spanish 102,
were identified asBeginners, and the first subject from that groupwasBGNR-1. Themost
advanced group of subjects, referred to as Advanced Bilinguals or ADV/BI, included
Spanish speakers whohad learned the language through various means that, in addition to
university study, included thePeace Corps immersion program and varying amounts of
study and residence in Spanish-speaking countries. The designations assigned to the
groups are as follows:
1. BGNR = Beginners - students in Spanish 102
2. INT = Intermediate - students in Spanish202
3. ADV/NSA = Advanced - students at 300 level or higher; no study abroad
4. ADV/SA =Advanced - students at 300 level or higher; after study abroad
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5. ADV/BI = Advanced Bilinguals
6. NS = Native Speakers
The picture story
To elicit narratives that would generate plentiful verbs in both aspects of the past
tense, while at the same time encouraging useof thepragmatic VSword order, a picture
story was devised that showed acts inprogress combined with other acts that occurred
suddenly (Figure 3.1). The activity was modeled loosely after the picture stories used in
Educational Testing Services' SPEAK® test.
' -MDlsal
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Figure 3.1: Picture story 1
mnr
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The dialogue in the last two frames translates: "Hello... .Great, Paul! Let's go now!" and
"Hello. It's I, Paul."
This first version of the picture story was piloted on four native speakers, who
produced fewer examples of verb-subject than expected. Although the subjects were
unable to explain why they had responded as they had, their comments suggested a
revision of the story in which the clock was somewhat more prominent and in which there
was only one picture of the man readingwhen the phone rang. A reproduction of the
revised drawing appears in Figure 3.2.
/'i/f/
IHolal
Bovvo.
Pdblo.
Figure 3.2: Revised picture story
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This revised drawing (Figure 3.2) was tested on a new subject—NS-5—who
produced three VS sentences exactly as expected:
Salid el sol ("Came out the sun") For Frame 1
Sond el telefoiio ("Rang the phone") for Frame 2
Sond el timbre ("Rang the doorbell") for Frame 4
No further changes were made to the drawing, and that speaker became the firet in
the group of 10 native speakers whose data were analyzed.
Procedures
To ensure consistency in introducing the activity, participants were shown a sheet
containing instructions printed in both languages (see Appendix B). In essence, the
instructions asked the participants to briefly describe what they saw in the drawings and
what they thought happened in the story. The instructions asked them to speak in the past
tense and include a few details pertaining to the time and the weather. Participants were
also asked to begin with the phrase ''Ayerpor la tarde estaba Uoviendo..." ("Yesterday
afternoon it was raining..."). Narratives were elicited first from the 10 participants in the
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Native Speaker group, and those narratives made it possible to prepai'e a vocabulary list
(Appendix C) that was shown to the remaining participants.
The "interviews" of the student subjects were conducted at a table set up in the
corridor leading to the rooms where Spanish classes are held. Thus, all student subjects
participated just before or just after a Spanish class. The table was the type used in
language labs, i.e., the tabletop was enclosed by sides and a back to provide soundproofing
and a sense of privacy. Non-student participants were interviewed at the most convenient
places, including their homes, their offices, a public library, and booths in restaurants.
Subjects were first shown the instruction sheet and then given the vocabulary list
and shown the picture story on a large page. It was pointed out to tliem that Frame 4
showed a doorbell (not a radio, as a couple of native speakers had thought), and the verbs
salir and somr on the vocabulary list were pointed out as having been used by nearly all
native speakers. If student subjects seemed nervous or expressed concerns aboutbeing
"right" or"wrong," theywere toldthat there was no"rightorwrong" and that theprimary
languagephenomenonunder investigation was unrelated to correctness.
When they were ready to begin, subjects were reminded to use the pasttense and
begin with the words '"Ayerpor la tarde estaba Uovietido,.'' ("Yesterday afternoon it was
raining..At that point theyweregivenenlargements of the individual frames of the
story arranged in order in a stack, tlius compelling them to respond to each frame before
continuing to thenext. Subjects proceeded at their own pace. There were notime
constraints, and with the exception ofsome lower level students who made long, frequent
pauses, the speaking activity generally took about two or three minutes.
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Analysis
To find evidence of the acquisition of Spanish pragmatic word order and compare it
to the acquisition ofgrammatical forms, the data were analyzed twice—once to determine
the comparative frequency with which subjects used the VS arrangement of constituents,
and again to quantify their grammatical competency in using past tense verbs. In both
instances it was necessary to first analyze the native speaker data in order to establish a
valid basis for quantifying the learners' data.
Quantifying pragmatic word order
Counting the occurrences of verb-subject clauses was a simple, straightforward
procedure once the native-speaker data had shownwhat to expect. In narrating the events
in Frames 1,2, and 4, native speakers used theverbs salir ("come out") andsonar ("ring")
84% of the time, andwith only one exception, when the native speakersused salir and
sonar, theyusedthem arranged asVS (i.e., in the same way as subjectNS-5 described
earlier). This showed that thepicture story offered three obvious opportunities for
producing VS sentences, or a total of 30possibilities foreach group.
When subjects choseverbs thatprovided no opportunity for VS, thoseutterances
were simply not counted. In theNative Speaker group, this happened most often when
speakers made "rain" (rather than "the sun") the focus ofFrame 1, saying, for example,
"dejd de Hover " ("quit raining") or "paro deHover" ("stopped raining"). In the non-
native groups, especially among the lower level students, theverb salir (forthe sun's
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"coming out" in Picture 2) was frequently replacedwith hacer ("to make"), which in
Spanish is commonlyused as a stativeverb that describes weather in general (e.g.,Hace
i*o//Makes sun = "It's sunny" ). Because Spanish prohibits the clitic "it" (*Lo hace sol),
such sentences can be neither VS nor SV and were excluded from the totals. In other
words, when verbs were chosen that could not be used prenominally, they were
disregarded.
Verbs other than salir—such as aparecer ("to appear") and etnpezar ("to
begin")—correctly precede their subjects (Contreras, 1976) and were included accordingly.
Although there were actually additional oppoitunities for VS sentences, none was used by
native speakers. A few in the Advanced Bilingual group interpreted Frames 4 and 5 as
showing Pablo's anival, thus saying "llegdPablo" ("arrived Paul"), which is syntactically
correct but fell outside the clearly established opportunities for VS demonstrated by the
native speaker, none of whom interpreted the voice as equating to Paul's arrival.
Quantifying grammatical correctness
To derive a numericmeasureof the subjects' grammatical abilities, data from the
non-native speakers were analyzed inmuch the same way as the word order data just
discussed, only this time by counting individual uses ofverbs as the basis for calculating
correctness. However, unlike the comparatively limited opportunities for producing VS
word order, thesubjects had virtually limitless opportunities to produce verbs, so
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quantifying correctness objectively required establishing criteria. The following
paragraphs explain the procedures, or "rules," used to determine correctness and decide
which verbs were included and which were excluded from the totals.
Use of past tense and present tense
Unlike their counterparts in the Advanced Bilingual group, who frequently
corrected themselves upon remembering that they were supposed to be speaking in the past
tense, native speakers, with only one exception, related the story by adhering strictly and
effortlessly to past tense forms of the verbs. Given this, and given the fact that the
instructions called for speaking in the past tense—plus the fact that all participants began
their narratives with ''Ayer por la tarde estaba Ihviendo"! "Yesterday afternoon it was
raining"—only past tense verbs were counted as correct. There were, of course, correct
uses of the present tense that had to be excludedbecause they were neither wrong nor
right. For example, verbs in the presenttense that appeared within direct or indirect
quotations were disregarded.
Personal interjections
One specific use ofpresent tense verbs proved to beparticularly troublesome,
especially among the more capable speakers. Personal interjections, primarily conjecture
as the subjects thought out loud, were fairly common, as typified byADV/BI-7:
Parece que h invito a hacer algo.
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(It) seems that (to) him (he) invited to do something.
"It seems that he invited him to do something."
The verb parece ("appears" or "seems") was excluded from tlie totals, which were
compiled strictly to measure the percentage of verbs used correctly in the past tense while
telling the story. In the example above, the subject returned immediately to past tense
narrative. Other interjections, however, tended to cause a shift from narrating the story to
describing the pictures (e.g., "It seems the men are going to play golf). In each situation,
the data resulting from inteijections were excludeduntil such point as the subject had
clearly resumedhis or her attempt to tell the story in the past tense as originally instructed.
Again, correctness was based strictly on the ability to use verbs correctly in the
appropriate aspect of the past tense. Thus it was possibleto count the total numberof
correct and incorrect past tenseverb occurrences and calculate the percentage of the time
thatdifferent groups correctly produced grammatically correct pasttense verbs.
To count as "correct," each verb had to be used in thepasttense, be conjugated
correctly, and be used in the appropriate aspect (preterit or imperfect). As noted, verbs in
the present tense that were used indirect and indirect quotations, plus those resulting from
personal interjectionsby the subjects, were excluded from the totals.
Unconjugated verbs
Verbs in their base form, inSpanish the infinitive, were excluded because they are
not conjugated. For example, in iban ajtigar algolf(''they were going to play golf),
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iban, the imperfect past of ir ("to go"), counted as one correct verb occurrence, while jiigar
(the unconjugated verb "to play") was not counted. On the other hand, it was clearly an
error when speakers could not conjugate a verb and substituted the infinitive.
Lexical confusion and other uncounted mistakes
Lexical mistakes were overlooked in the interest of focusing on grammatical
correctness. The most common lexical error, found even among the advanced bilinguals,
was that of confusing sonar ("to ring") and sonar ("to dream"). Not only are these verbs
identical except for the tilde over the n, but both change their stems from o to ue when
conjugated in the present tense {siienalsueha). Even after the verb sonar was pointed out
on the vocabulary list as being usedby all native speakers, there were 17 subjects who
used the incorrect including three advanced bilinguals who approached native-like
proficiency in almost all other areas.
In a few instances, student subjects who struggled and asked for help were toldthe
correct form of the verb, but that and any subsequent uses of the sameverb were excluded
from the totals. Many student subjects, especially at the lower levels, "talked out" the
verbs conjugations, as can be seenin subjects INT-2 andADV/NSA-2:
INT-2: ...eltelefono estiivieron...son-, sonar...sohando
ADV/NSA-2: El telefono son-, sono, sjieno'?
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In the first example, the student did not produce one correct past tense verb, and the
entire utterance was counted as one verb, incorrectly used. In the second example, the
student, although she confused sonar and sofiar and ended her guessing with an incorrect
present tense verb, did in fact produce a correct preterit form, so the attempt was counted
as one verb used correctly {son6\ even though lexically it was incorrect. All such cases
were treated similarly.
Many subjects made the error of omitting the preposition a, which is more
accurately described as a particle and is required following several verbs that were used
frequently during tlie narrations, such as invUar (correctly expressed as invitar a /"toinvite
to") andjugar (correctly expressed asJugar al golfxo play at the golf). The omission of
such particles was not counted as an error.
Also overlooked was the error of incorrectly placing the subject between the
components of compound verbs. For example, in the construction estaba leyendo ("was
reading"), it is incorrect to insert the subject (e.g., "theman") afterthe auxiliary verb:
*Estaba elhombre leyendo.
Because the correct aspect and conjugation oftheverb were used, thus showing progress
toward acquiring the past tense forms under investigation, this was counted as oneverb
used correctly (although ona quiz it would certainly bemarked wrong). In thefinal
analysis, there were comparatively few instances of this error.
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Summary of rules
A summary of the rules for quantifying grammatical correctness appears in Figure
3.3.
Verbs included in overall count of verbs:
All conjugated verbs except those noted below.
Infinitives (the unconjugated base form of Spanish verbs) when used In place
of a conjugated form of a verb.
Verbs excluded from overall count of verbs:
Present tense verbs used when the subject Interjected a personal observation
(e.g., Me parece queHi seems to me that").
Present tense verbs used in direct or indirect quotations.
Errors overlooked:
Lexical mistakes, such as confusing sonar and sonar.
Incorrect verbs found in a string of guesses, provided the subject produced
the correct form somewhere in the string.
Incorrect placement of the subject or a pronoun between parts of a compound
verb.
The omission of the "a" following verbs that require it (e.g. invitara/"\o invite
to").
Verb errors counted:
Present tense verbs (except those in personal interjections or quotations).
Incorrect conjugations.
Incorrect choice between imperfect and preterit. For example, describing the
man reading by saying, *"EI hombresslum leyendo." "The man was (preterit)
reading."
Incorrect choice between forms ofserand esfar (the two verbs meaning "to
be").
Figure 3.3: Rules for grammatical correctness of verbs
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The preceding chapter describes the methods used for tabulating the occurrences of
pragmatic word order and calculating grammatical correctness in using past tense verbs.
From these tabulations and calculations it is possible, using simple percentages, to
construct a useful view of the relationship between pragmatic and grammatical competence
in the interlanguages of L2 speakers at different stages of acquisition. This chapter first
examinesthe data gathered on the questionnaires and then presentsthe results of the
subjects' performances in the two target areas. Following that is a discussion of howtlie
acquisition of the two competencies compares. Thefinal section of this chapter contains a
general discussion of trends in the dataas a whole and of the performance of selected
individuals whose responses provide insight that helps interpret the results.
Questionnaire data
With veiy few exceptions, the information gathered on the questionnaires
confirmed that the defined groups accurately represent learners with similar language
backgrounds and amounts of exposure to Spanish, both in andout of the classroom. The
various groups performances, as will be seen, confirm that the groups represent various
stages of acquisition, which in the case of the student subjects tended toconform to
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different levels of course work. Only in the two most advanced groups—the advanced
students who had studied abroad and the advanced bilinguals—was there a significant
incidence of frequent or daily exposure to native Spanish through conversation with native
speakersor through television, pleasurereading, or musicwith Spanish lyrics. Two
respondents singled out musicwhen they indicated "occasional" extracurricularexposure
to Spanish. It is likely that popularmusicaccounts for a gooddeal of the reported
"occasional" exposure. The following paragraphs summaiize the language background
data for each group.
The Beginner group (BGN) comprised students of all undergraduate levels
(freshman, etc.) and included one graduate student. All were enrolled in Spanish 102.
Only half of these subjects had studied Spanish in high school, and the most that any
student reported was two and one-half years of high school Spanish. That student had
studied briefly abroad. None had receivedany exposure to Spanish in elementary or
junior high. Most of the students were completing their second semester of college
Spanish.
The Intel-mediate group (INT), whose members were taking Spanish 202, consisted
primarily of freshmen (seven) and sophomores (two), plus one senior. The freshmen and
one sophomore hadgained placement at this level by virtue of having completed four years
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of high school Spanish. Three had been introduced to Spanish in the lower grades. None
had studied abroad, but one had lived in Mexico with her mother for an unspecified time.
Advanced students, i.e., those in 300-level classes or higher but without a semester
abroad (ADV/NSA), included undergraduates of all levels, including two freshmen. One
had five years of high school instmction, seven had four yeai*s, one had three years and one
had only two years. Five in this group had received presecondary exposure to Spanish.
None had studied abroad, but two reported brief (a week and a month respectively) trips to
Costa Rica. In general, they can be distinguished from the two lower groups by having
accumulated slightly more credit hours in grammar and linguistics and, in several
instances, by having begun their study of literature.
Advanced students who had studied abroad (ADV/SA) consisted of nine seniors
and onejunior. One of themhad five yeai's of secondaiySpanish, five had four years,
another had three yeare, and two had only a single year. Half of them had studied
elementary or junior high Spanish. Partly as a result of their semesters abroad, these
subjects hadaccumulated significant credithours in Spanish, ranging from 20 hours to
more than 40 hours. Only two were enrolled in a singleSpanish class, and the rest were
enrolled in twoor more. They reported thatwhile abroad, three of them spokeSpanish
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"most of the time," four spoke Spanish "more than half the time," and only two used
Spanish "less than half the time."
The Advanced Bilingual group (ADV/BI) was made up of fluent speakers
including professors with doctorates in Spanish, a young missionary withonly twoyears of
highschool instmction, two Peace Coipsveterans whowere trained in thatorganization's
school, and others, all with rich and varied combinations of foiinal training and native
exposure. Manyof them useSpanish on a dailybasis, and all but two reported frequent
contact with native speakers.
Pragmatic word order results
Tabulations of the instances ofVerb-Subjectword order, when divided by the
opportunities for using the VS arrangement of constituents, show the percentages of the
time that, when appropriate, the various groups preferredPWO over CWO. Table 4.1
shows tlie numbers of opportunities that subjects in the various groups created for using
non-canonic word order, and the numbers and percentages of non-canonic arrangements
those opportunities actually produced. Figure 4.1 shows the percentage data in graph form.
It can readily be seen that there is a marked jump in the use of non-canonic word order
among the advanced bilinguals and the advanced students who had studied abroad.
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Table 4.1: Pragmatic word order results
Group Opportunities for Production of Percentage
Verb-Subject Verb-Subject
BGNR (10) 25 4 16%
INT (10) 24 1 .5%
ADV/NSA (10) 23 3 13%
ADV/SA (10) 18 12 67%
ADV/BI (10) 28 28 100%
NS (10) 25 24 96%
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Figure 4.1: Percentage of VS by group
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Past tense verb performance
The guidelines for rating the use of past tense verbs (Chapter3) were devised to
produce a representative view of an L2 learner's interlanguage grammar through several
developmental stages. That is, the viewpointis generally optimistic, looking not for errors
per se, but for evidenceof acquisition. Although in transcription form many of the
narratives appear hopelessly riddledwith errors, it mustbe remembered that the actual
product was spoken language produced in a situation that required communicative
competence. As a result, learners at the lower levels naturally called upon communicative
strategies such as shifting to the present tense or substituting infinitives for conjugatedverb
forms. Table 4.2 shows the number of verbs produced by each group and the percentage of
those verbs that was "correct" as defined by the established criteria. Figure 4.2 shows the
resulting grammatical correctness expressed in terms of the percentage ofverbs used
correctly.
Comparison of word order and verb correctness
Combining the pragmatic word order and grammatical correctness data from
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 into a single chart shows graphically the degree to which learners at
various levels have acquired these competencies (Figure 4.3).
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Table 4.2: Grammatical correctness results
Group Total Verbs Correct Past Percentage
Produced Tense Verbs
BGNR (10) 74 11 15%
INT (10) 96 39 41%
ADV/NSA (10) 85 45 53%
ADV/SA (10) 96 61 64%
ADV/Bi (10) 1,75 140 80%
NS (10) 111 109 98%
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Figure 4.2: Percentage of correct past tense verbs
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As hypothesized, the acquisition of grammatical ability by these groups of subjects
at similar levels generally began in the lower level groups and progressed regularly,
whereas pragmatic word order generally seemed to lie dormant until acquired rather
suddenly, in this case by the group that had increased exposure to native Spanish, muchof
which occurred in natural settings.
Especially noteworthy is the convergence of the two competencies at the advanced
level, after study abroad (ADV/SA). After their study abroad, advanced studentsrecorded
nearly identical scores in the two areas (64% in grammar and67%in pragmatic word
order).
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Discussion of the resuits
Another way of looking at the data is on a subject-by-subject basis, which shows
thatacquisition of pragmatic word order took shape in a remarkably strong pattern: With
93% consistency, subjects who had acquired thepragmatic VS arrangement of constituents
used that arrangement exclusively; those who preserved thecanonic SVarrangement used
thatarrangement exclusively. Of the60 subjects, only four produced both SV and VS in
their narrations of the sun's comingout and the phone's and doorbell's ringing. It is
significant too that none of thosefourwas in theADV/SA group. In that group, which as
a whole seemed to demonstratethe actual point of acquisition, not one of the subjects
mixedthe two arrangements—six used the pragmatic VS exclusively, three used the
canonic SV exclusively, and one subjectmanaged to avoid the decisionby completing the
activity using only existential verbs ("there was a call," etc.).
Althoughthe data are generally convincing, there is one obvious point at which
performance deviated from what was expected—the BGNR group, which produced high
PWO scores and somewhat low grammar scores. While the low grammar can be attributed
to the group as a whole, the comparatively high VS word order scores can be attributed to
the performances of two individuals.
The low grammar scores for the beginners result, as would be expected, from the
fact that they had only recently begun studying the past tense. Correctness in conjugating
the past tense verbs, however, was only partly responsible for the low grammar scores. In
their efforts to communicate in Spanish, this group in particular resorted frequently to
using the present tense. For example, after using only one verb in the past, subject BGNR-
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1 finished her narration completely in the present tense, thus scoring one correct out of the
nine verbs she used. Had she been rated on her ability to use the present tense, her score
would have been better than 50%.
Even more noticeable than their low grammar scores was the BGNRs'
comparatively high use of pragmatic word order. The unexpectedly high score of 16%
PWO resulted from four VS arrangements produced equally by two subjects. BGNR-1
created two possibilities for VS and in both instances produced the non-canonic fomi with
little hesitation. Her questionnaire indicated no contact with native speakers and no
Spanish study before college.
BGNR-6 used VS twice out of three opportunities. Interestingly, the first time that
the subject had the opportunity for VS she corrected herself as though making an error:
En cinco mimitos, urn, el sol, er, sale el sol.
"In five minutes, um, the sun, er, comes out the sun."
At the next opportunity, she hesitated at the point where she had to utter either the verb or
the subject:
En las tres en la tarde...sone...el telefono.
"In three in the afternoon... sounds.. .the telephone."
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When she got to the picture of the doorbell ringing, however, she produced SV canonic
word order with little hesitation. A possible interpretation of this subject's responses could
be that she was at the exact point of acquiring the pragmatic form, at first producing it in
what appears to be a cognitive manner—^with corrections and hesitations—but then
reverting to the canonic form when speaking freely and without hesitation. Although her
questionnaire indicated that she "almost never" spoke with native speakers, when asked
about her positioning of the verb before the noun, she replied that she had heard a Spanish-
speaking friend "say it that way."
There were no unexpected results in the intermediate group, but in two of the
higher level groups there were scores that again were somewhat distorted by individual
performances that deviated noticeably from the other scores in the group. One of the
ADV/SA students scored zero correct of the 16verbs used. The errors were, again, not
actual errors, but a shift to the present tense. Had this participant recorded scores in the
same range as the others, the grammar rating for the group would have been a few points
higher than the PWO rating instead of a few points lower.
A similar but less pronounced distortion of the grammatical scores can be seen in
the performance of the Advanced Bilingual group. Overall, this group performed more
like native speakers than like students, but occasional lapses into present tense by several
subjects, plus a grammatical score of 15%correctby one subject, yielded a final score
somewhat lower than one would expect. The reason their grammar scores fall along the
samedevelopmental plane established by the studentsubjects is primarily that they
interspersed present tense verbs, whichas already noted, native speakersdid not.
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It should also be noted that the Native Speaker group fell short of 100% in using
the VS arrangement of constituents, while the Advanced Bilinguals did score 100%. This
is probably not a result of overproduction on the part of advanced bilinguals, but rather a
variation on the part of one native speaker. NS-8 was a very recent immigrant who left his
beginning level ESL class to participate in this study and, understandably, was generally
puzzled by the activity. His utterance was:
A las tres el telefono snena ctiando esta leyendo elperiodico.
"At three the telephone rings when (he) is reading the newspaper."
This utterance also is the sole incidence of a native speaker's shifting to the present tense,
which could quite possibly indicate a shift from narrating the story to describing the
individual picture.
Summary
In terms of the questions posed at the end of Chapter 2, it can be said that
1. TheNS group,, oncethe picture hadbeenrevised, consistently produced VS
clauses that were consistent with both Contreras's (1976) explanations and the
EnglishIL word ordererrors found in Rutherford's (1989) data.
2. Thepragmatic VS arrangement canappear at any level butwas only produced in
significant numbersby speakers at the two highest levels, i.e., the advanced
students after study abroad and the advanced bilinguals.
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3. Grammatical abilities, as tested here, progressed in a strongly regular pattern,
but a similar developmental pattern was not seen in the acquisition of PWO. There
appeared to be no relationship between the two.
4. The acquisition of the pragmatic form related strongly to exposure to Spanish
spoken by native speakers.
As just stated, exposure to the language in a natural setting marked a turning point
in the acquisition of the non-canonic, native-like arrangement of the VS constituents. In
general, the acquisition of this particular form ofPWO seems not to develop through time,
but rather seems to occur suddenly in individuals and endure persistently thereafter. There
appeared to be no loss of the form by subjects who had been away from native culture for
significant lengths of time.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
Though the results of this study support the commonly accepted tenant that learners
benefit significantly from exposure to their L2s in natural settings, the core purpose here is
to examine the acquisition of a pragmatic competency in relation to a grammatical
competency. As hypothesized, Spanish PWO was generally acquired in the more
advanced stages of development, while grammatical skill developed progressively and in a
pattern that correlated strongly to the subjects' levels of classroom study.
Although the student subjects' semesters abroad probably did provide the input that
triggered their acquisition ofVS pragmatic word order—and quite probably other
pragmatic abilities as well—^there has been no attempt here to establish causality. In fact,
the students in the "lower" groups who had successfully acquired the non-canonic form
demonstrate that simple VS clauses can be acquired at virtually any level. This study, for
the most part, failed to identify the sources of input that led to PWO acquisition in the
BGNR andADV/NSAgroups, but it is clear that such acquisition did not necessarilyentail
extended travel abroad.
The remainderof this chapterwill discuss possible implications that this studymay
havefor further investigation in the areas of SLA, Spanish linguistics, and Spanish
pedagogy.
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SLA considerations
The results that have been noted and discussed in this study ofL2 Spanish word
order acquisition suggest issues much broader than the mere acquisition of a simple three-
word sentence that happens to use non-canonic word order. In light of what has been
shown above, it would be hard to deny that LI CWO has the ability to exert a profound
effect on L2 syntax. In this case, it was the transfer effect ofLI CWO that influenced L2
acquisition. In contrast, Van der Vlugt's (1992) research indicates the possibility that as
L2 proficiency in English increases in LI Spanish bilinguals, L2 to LI transfer may occur.
In other words, as the powerful English CWO system is internalized, there can be a
corresponding partial loss of PWO in native speakers of Spanish.
Another SLA consideration worth noting is that the current trend in SLA research
has adopted a different view of pragmatics than the view taken here. In much of the recent
research, the designation "pragmatics" is used to describe research that has the primaiy
goal of studying speech acts (requests, denials, etc.) and other aspects of communicative
competence. For a discussion of this recent work and an annotated bibliography, see
Kasper and Rose (1999). Although such studies are certainly related to this one in that
they focus on contextual obstacles that learners face in trying to attain native-like ability,
by focusing primarily on social or situational contexts they have steered the course of
pragmatics away from information structure and discoursal considerations. It is unlikely
that much of the current researchwould havenoticed, as did Contreras (1976), the classes
of verbs that are used prenominally. It is even less likely that current research in
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pragmatics would have noticed the XSV form that Rutherford found and noted in his 1989
study.
All in all, it seems that little has been done recently that involves pragmatics in the
way it has been considered here—that is, in making sentence-level decisions based on the
language context that surrounds sentence production and influences syntax.
The strongest implications of this study, however, align more closely with Spanish
linguistics and Spanish pedagogy than with SLA. Before moving on, though, it should be
noted that potentially informative analysis remains to be done using the present data. For
example, it might prove valuable to look at the number, length, and location of pauses to
see what patterns might underlie the performances of the subjects who, for example,
quickly uttered a grammatical subject as theme and then paused, seemingly to compose the
rheme in their minds.
Spanish linguistics considerations
Despite what appear to be valid findings concerning learners who are aspiring to
native-like second language ability in Spanish, this study also touches upon phenomena
that warrant additional investigation if the so-called "comparative flexibility" of Spanish
word order is to be more fully understood and applied to SLA. The two most obvious
instances of unexplained phenomena are the failure of the first picture story to elicit VS
clauses and the apparent trend toward overproduction ofVS in the Advanced Bilingual
group.
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In the process of developing the picture story, nothing discovered or discussed here
explains definitively the fact that seemingly minor changes to the first picture story
drastically changed the native Spanish speakers' perceptions and responses. As mentioned
earlier, the first four test subjects made only the vaguest recommendations, such as
showing the clock more prominently in the drawings. When viewed in terms of
Rutherford's (1989) XVS form, which was present in every Spanish word order
permutation ofEnglish IL syntax, it could be deduced that the test subjects were
instinctively suggesting that a more prominent positioning of the clock would elicit time
expressions, i.e., adverbial prepositional phrases, that would trigger the VS form.
Along similar lines lies the fact that some of the advanced bilingual subjects
produced VS clauses when describing the final frame of the story. In that drawing, Paul's
voice comes through the closed door to announce his presence, and some of the advanced
bilinguals related that as Llego Pablo! "Arrived Paul." None of the native Spanish
speakers, however, made that interpretation. These results seem not to be the product of
the L2 speakers' overproducing the VS form, but rather indicative of a difference in
perceptions. It would be interesting to see if a picture story showing Paul in an opefi
doorway would elicit from native speakers an announcement ofPaul's arrival. In this case,
with the door closed, they may haveperceived Paul's arrival as still pending. If indeedan
"open-door" picture would induce native speakers to announce Paul's arrival, that '
announcement would likely conform to the VS utterances of the advanced bilinguals. An
interesting speculation is thatthe differences in perceptions between English and Spanish
speakers could be related to the fact thatSpanish has two ways of looking at the past, the
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perfect aspect (completed acts) and the imperfect aspect (acts in progress). Although not
expressly stated, the contrasting perceptions ofwhether Paul had arrived were suggested
by one of the first four native speakers who piloted the first version of the picture story.
In the broadest interpretation of pragmatics, it would seem that certain events are
perceived differently by Spanish and English speakers, and further research using picture
stories or other stimuli could prove informative and possibly reveal important contrasts
between Spanish and English.
Much of the English/Spanish contrastive literature that was reviewed for discussion
in Chapter 2 was rejected because recent studies ofword order in SLA have focused on
certain areas and excluded others. The bulk of the literature pertaining to syntax is devoted
to attempts at proving or disproving elements of Chomsky's Universal Grammar,
especially the theory of principles and parameters. The most recent major work on word
order and the distribution ofgiven and new information is an ambitious monograph by
Zubizarreta (1998), who also presents her ideas in a UG framework, thus relegating the
line of inquiry to a theoretical agendathat is arguably less accessible and less readily
useful to second language teachers, foreign language teachers, and those who are charged
with training these teachers. The resultsobtained in this present endeavor, however,
indicate that there are clearly alternative opportunities that should be pursued in the study
ofword order as it exists in larger contexts.
The most obvious alternative is already underway. One of the studies alreadycited,
Van der Vlugt (1992),made use of corpus analysis, and in general such analysescould
revisit, confirm, and augment the original workperformed by Contreras in 1976 and Silva-
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Corvalah in 1978. A corpus linguistics analysis of conversational Spanish would be useful
and potentially informative in determining more specifically when and how native
speakers employ non-canonic word order. While this present study focused on the
acquisition of a very common, specific deviation from canonic word order, tlie study of
other word order variations, such as those appearing in relative clauses, would be greatly
facilitated by corpus analysis.
From a second, quite different viewpoint, additional research and analysis applying
the systemic-functional grammar theory ofM. A. K. Halliday could provide a much richer
interpretation of text than does the comparatively simple analysis of theme and rheme
discussed earlier.
While both of these approaches would provide fresh insight into Spanish word
order, yet another approach could be developed by adding a qualitative component to a
replication of this study. Subjects—especially native speakers and advanced bilinguals
from both LI groups—could narrate differentversions of picture stories and then be
interviewed in an attempt to reveal their awareness of word order and their ability to
articulate the reasons why certain word order optionswere or were not chosen. This
approach might yield valuable information abouthowLI andL2 Spanish speakers
perceive different situations and, as a result, arrange the constituents in their sentences.
While SLA issues and the potential for additional research in and understanding of
Spanish linguistics arecompelling, themost immediate implications of this study relate to
Spanish pedagogy.
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Implications for Spanish pedagogy
The VS word order convention that was investigated in this study is a relatively
common feature of Spanish, and, as shown in this research, can be acquired in the early
stages of development with only limited native-language exposure. According to Hill and
Bradford (1991), "Early in their studies of Spanish,English-speakers should be made
aware of the frequency of the V+Sword order of Spanish and shouldunderstand that this
word order, somewhat restricted in English, is very normal and of extremely high
frequency in Spanish" (p. 5).
When compared with the complexity of the morphology needed to master Spanish
verb conjugations, the VS arrangement is possibly one of the simplest features that
characterizes the language. It would seem possible, then, that VS could be introduced in
the classroom during the presentation of other, more explicitly instructed material. For
example, non-canonic word order could easily be incorporated into simple examples used
primarily to demonstrate combining the imperfect and preterit aspects in sentences such as
Jvan leia cuando sono el telefono
"John was reading when rang the telephone"
or
Yo tenia cinco anos ciiando empezd la ^uerra
"I was five when began the war."
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The viability of this could be studied easily through research using a traditional
syllabus in one section and a syllabus enhanced to include pragmatic word order in another
section. It might well be found that many routine classroom practices could be modified to
start students on the road to native-like word order long before they have the opportunity to
study abroad.
Another pedagogical consideration that could be examined is the role of narrative
in the classroom. Narrative, of course, was the device used for eliciting the VS form in
this study, and additional linguistic analysis might show that narrative is in fact the
common linguistic environment for PWO. For example, in answering a question about
what happened at school today, a child might respond
Se enojo la profesora.
Got angry the teacher.
Even though narratives are a prominent function of language in use (i.e., a pragmatic
element), research might show tliat they do not occupy a proportionately prominent role in
classroom activities or in teaching materials. In selecting language data for analyzing
Spanish word order, Silva-Corvalan (1978) deliberately chose language samples that
included connected discourse, and, in most of the data, one or more narratives.
The consideration of narrative lends support to Krashen's (1995) advocacy of
pleasurereading as an important sourceof exposure to language in a "natural setting."
According to Krashen,
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I do not mean reading and then answering questions for content, or reading as
preparation for discussion or writing assignments. The sort of reading to be
[considered] here is extensive, and concerns subject matter that the student would
read in his first language for pleasure....
What is read depends on the student and what is available to him. For some
people, it may be mystery novels, for others, science fiction, and for others, comic
books... (p. 164).
The fact that the results of this study show no performance differences that
correlate the acquisition of native-like word order to the amount of literature the subjects
had studied tends to support Krashen's claims. The traditional curriculum of"foreign
language and literature" may tend to relegate the acquisition of communicative skills to
grammar and conversation classes while applying a more interpretive emphasis to the
literary and cultural branches of study. There is probably little reason, however, not to
teach literature with an added focus on its communicative aspects, such as the structure of
dialog and the linguistic features of narrative episodes. More to the point, however, is that
the materials described by Krashenfor pleasure reading are significantly differentfrom
those typically considered appropriate for study as literature. To increase exposure to
"natural" language, designers of curricula could consider including more selections from
the popular press in their programs.
Yet another possibility for future research should alsobe noted. Because foreign
languages are typically taught in the targetlanguage, it mightbe prudentto analyze the
classroom Spanish spoken by instructors. Thepossibility of PWOloss in bilinguals has
already been noted, and the communicative demands placed on foreign language teachers
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might eventually lead them to use an anglicized variety of Spanish that—for the sake of
making themselves understood—manifests CWO to a greater degree than Spanish in a
natural setting does.
As a final observation about this study, it should be noted that at the university
level there could be considerable "secondhand" exposure to native Spanish. Because a
significant number of Spanish majors at Iowa State University spend a semester abroad, it
was impossible in this study to assemble a group that would have been particularly
interesting to include—senior (400 level) Spanish students who had not studied abroad.
These learners would match their globe-trotting classmates in accumulated credit hours in
literature, grammar, conversation, and linguistics; it would have been useful to see if there
were evidence showing that non-study abroad students could acquire PWO from classroom
exposure to those who had studied abroad", i.e., the ADV/SA group.
Conclusion
When everything just discussed is considered en mass, several things seem to hold
true. Most importantly, the road to native-like proficiency is broad and filled with
obstacles, some ofwhich are daunting in their complexity and some ofwhich are deceptive
in their simplicity. As proved by the advancedbilinguals who participated in this effort,
flexibility in word order can certainlybe mastered. And althoughseveral suggestions have
been made for helping students make earlier progress toward natural word order, there is
also little doubt that exposure to Spanish in a natural setting is, if not essential, at the least
highly desirable. The true challenge thatpervades thisworkis the nature of Spanish word
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order itself. It is simultaneously the product of grammatical mandates, the speaker's
efforts to organize information, and semantic and discourse conventions, some that have
been studied and documented and others that wait to be discovered.
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APPENDIX A: SUBJECT QUESTIONNAIRES
This appendix contains the questionnaires used to gather language background data
from the participants. Facsimiles of the three questionnaires appear on the following
pages.
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Student subject questionnaire
Date Participant #_
Thanlc you for agreeing to lielp
By completing this questionnaire you are agreeing to participate in a simple language activity and to provide
information about your experiences in learning the Spanish language, After completing this form you will be asked
to look at a picture story and tell me what you,see in the drawings. Vocabulary clues are provided with the storj'.
Your narration \vill be recorded for linguistic analysis as part of a study investigating the acquisition of Spanish as a
second language. You will remain anonymous. Thewhole activity should only take about fifteen minutes, but you
are free to stop at any time if you don't want to continue.
Student Questionnaire
1. Present level: Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Recent grad
2. How much Spanish did you take in high school?
3. Did you study any Spanish in grade school or junior high? Yes No
If yes, in what grade(s) and approximately how much?
4. College credit hours completed in Spanish grammar or Spanish linguistics:
5. College credit hours completed in Spanish/I'rera/Mre:
6. Are you currently taking a Spanish class or classes? Yes No If "yes," please list
7. Have you participated in a study abroad program in a Spanish speaking country? Yes No
(If "no," skip to #8.)
Dates of study abroad;
While abroad, how much did you speak Spanish? (circle an answer below)
Most of the time More than half the time Less than half the time Onlv when I had to
8. Other than study abroad, have you ever lived in a Spanish speakiiigcountry? Yes No
(If"no,'' skip to U9)
If "y®s," please list the countries, the approximate length of time youwere there, andyourage at the time (e.g. My
family lived in Peru for a year when I was 8). Continue on the back of this page if needed,
While youwere livingabroad, did you studySixinish formally? Yes No
9. Do you frequently speak Spanish with native speakers outside of school? (Circle one)
Daily Frequently Occasionally Almost never
10. Do you watch Spanish television?read in Spanishfor fun? listen tomusicwith Spanish lyrics?
Daily Frequently Occasionally Almost never
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Native speaker questionnaire
Date Participant #_
Thank you for agreeing to tielp
By completing this questionnaire you are agreeing to participate in a simple language activity that will help
me investigate the way Spanish is learned by native speakers ofEnglish. After completing this form you will
be asked to look at a picture stor>'and tell me wliat you see in the drawings. Your narration wll be recorded
for linguistic analysis, but you personally will remain anonymous. The wliole activity should only take about
fifteen minutes, but you are free to slop at any time ifyou don't want to continue.
Questionnaire for LI Spanish BiUnguals
1. Where were you born and raised? (For example, "I was bom in Puerto Rico, but we moved to Mexico when I was
eiglit
2. When did you move to the United States?
How old were you?
3. Do you speak Spanish at home? (Circle an answer below)
Ahvavs Most of the time Half of the time Occasionally Rarelv Never
4. Do you need to speak Spanish regularly as part of your work? Yes No
6. Did you study Spanish in college? Yes No
7. Do you have a degree in Spanish or Spanish linguistics? No Yes;
8. Do you regularlywatch Spanish television?read in Spanish for enjoyment? listen to music with Spanishlyricsor
watch Spanish movies?
Daily Frequently Occasionallv Almost never
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Advanced bilingual questionnaire
Date Participant #_
Thank you for agreeing to help
By completing this questionnaire you are agreeing to participate in a simple language activity and to provide
information about your experiences in learning the Spanish language. After completing this form you wll be
asked to look at a picture story and tell me what you see in the drawings. Your narration will be recorded for
linguistic analysis as part of a study investigating the acquisition of Spanish as a second language. You will
remain anonymous. The whole activitj' should only take about fifteen minutes, but you are free to stop at any
time ifyou don't want to continue.
Questionnaire for LI English Biiinguais
1. On the back of this page, explain brieflv when, where and how you learned to si^eakSpanish. Include things such as
college study, study or travel abroad, work in a Spanish speaking country. Peace Corps or military immersion schools,
self-study, etc. Focus on the things that you consider were most instrumental in helping you master the language.
2. How often do you currently speak Spanish with native speakers?
Daily Frequently Occasionally Almost never
3. Do you watch Spanish television? read in Spanish for fun? listen to music with Spanish lyrics?
Daily Frequently Occasionally Almost never
4. Do you need to speak Spanish regularly as part of your work? Yes No
5. When was the last timeyouvisiteda Spanish speaking country, evenbriefly?
6. Please indicate the amount of formal Spanish training you have had;
Total years of high school Spanish 12 3 4
Semesters of college Spanish:
Highest degree earned in Spanish (BA, MA, graduateminor, Ph.D., etc,,)
8. Pleaseindicate the various amounts of time(other thanbriefvacations) thatyouhave spentin Spanish speaking
countries, Indicate your reason for being there (work, study, extendedtravel, etc.)
Country From date To date Reason
(month/year)
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APPENDIX B: NARRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS
Instructions:
Look at the pictures carefully and tell me what you see and what you think happened. Your response
should be brief, but you should include the obvious details, such as the time and the weather. Speak
using the past tense forms. Begin with the words "Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo..."
Instrucciones
Mire bien los dibujos y di'game lo que ve y lo que piensa que ocurri6. Su respuesta debe ser breve, pero
debe incluir los detalles obvios tal como el tiempo y la hora. Hable usando los tiempos del pasado.
Empiece con las palabras "Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo..."
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APPENDIX C: VOCABULARY LIST
Useful Vocabulary
contestar to answer
decir to say
el golf golf
el hombre man
el periodico newspaper
el sol sun
el telefono telephone
el timbre doorbell
invitar invite
jugar to play
la puerta door
leer to read
liover to rain
salir to come out (for example, the sun)
sonar to sound, ring (for example, the doorbell or phone)
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APPENDIX D: TRANSCRIBED NARRATIVES
Notes on transcriptions
To account for seemingly unnatural utterances produced by native speakers, it must
be remembered that spoken language often appears imprecise when transcribe. Also, for
some speakers the situation itselfwas unnatural. Conventions used in the following
transcriptions are these: square brackets ([]) indicate brief utterences that were
unintelligible on the recordings; short pauses are indicated by commas (,); longer pauses
are indicated by ellipses (...); direct quotations from the pictures are set off by parentheses.
Native speakers (NS)
Note: Data from these first four subjects was used only to test and revise the picture story.
The actual native-speaker data begins with NS-5.
NS-1: Ayer por la tarde el sujeto estaba leyendo el periodico cuando el telefono sono a las
tres de la tarde. Era Pablo que invito al sujeto a jugar...golf. Y Pablo llego a las tres y diez
de la tarde.
NS-2: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo ..eh.. .estaba un senor leyendo el periodico.
Iban a ser las tres de la tarde...y el estabadescansando. El dia ayer por la tarde... despues
de que Ilovio, salio el sol.. .y [] Undo por la ventana. Ayer por la tarde, a las tres en punto,
el telefono sono, y el senor dejo de leer el periodico. El senor contesto el telefono y era su
amigo Pablo...y el invito a cen—[] El senor dijo [] van a jugar al golf. Entoncesalas
tres y diez Pablo llego y lo recogio para ir a jugar al golf.
NS-3: ...y un hombre leyendo ElDiario en el primer dibujo. En el segundo veo
solameiite un telefono con su ventana y un sol afuera. Tercero. Veoun hombre leyendo y
veo ah untdefono sonando. El cuartoun hombre contestandoun telefono. ("Diga")
contestael. En el cincoveo una alarmay veo una puertay alguien toca la puertay dice
C'Hola...")
(Subject asked to repeat the activity, reminded of instructions, asked to make it "como una
historia.")
Ayer por la noche estaba leyendo ElDiario... el segundo, estaba el sol saliendo.
Tercero... estabael telefono sonando y yo seguia leyendo peroyo contesto el telefono y
erami amigo Pablo que dice "Vamos ya." Contesto la puerta, y erami amigo que estaba
en la puerta. Y yo pregunto "^Quien es?" y el dice, "Hola..."
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NS-4: Ayer por la tarde un senor estaba leyendo periodico su casa y empezo a Hover muy
fuerte. Luego de repehte el sol salio... [Work with this subject was suspended because he
had learned Spaish in Bolivia as a small child. He was born in Tiwan and his first
language proved to be Mandarin.]
At this point the drawings were changed, mainly by rearranging them, to see if some
seemingly minor changes would change the number ofVS constructions, which they did
dramatically.
NS-5: [] .. .a las tres, actualmente diez minutos antes de las tres estaba lloviendd. [] de
cinco minutos exactamente antes de la tres, salio el sol. A las tres en punto sono el
telefono mientras yo estaba leyendo el periodico. Conteste el.telefono y dije, "Diga," Era
Pablo. Mandaba [] salir y le dije "Magnifico...." A las tres y diez de la tarde sono el
timbrey [] preparado para ir ajugar al golf Abri la puerta y era Pablo "Soy yo..." Eran
las tres...diez.
NS-6: Recorder malfunctioned, so data is not included in totals. The uses of the clauses
under investigation, however, were noted and were identical to the previous subject's. The
subject used "sono" and "salio" just as did subject NS-5.
NS-7: Ayer por la tarde, diez para las tres, estaba lloviendo. Cinco para las tres. salio el
sol. A las tres de la tarde sono el telefono...um...contest6 el telefono y era su amigo
Pablo. A las tres y diez sono el timbre de la puerta y [] "Hola...
NS-8: Ayer por la tarde. Luego...[Shown the instructions again, and begins again.] Ayer
estaba lloviendo...corrip las tres de la tarde...dejo de Hover. A las tres el telefono suena
cuando esta leyendo el periodico. ("Diga"). ^La ultima? []jugargolf....las tres diez.
("Hola...."). [Researcher points at Picture 5 and asks, "^Que pasa aqui?"] Estaba sonando
la alarma... .a las tres diez.
NS-9: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo....[]...salio el sol. Ayer por la tarde estaba
lloviendo... [Subjectpromptedon Picture 2.] Sonotelefono. Sono el telefono. Ayer por
la tarde dije ("Magnifico...") (Subject prompted again). Habia musica [Researcher
points to the doorbell in Picture 5 and askswhat it is.] Sono la puerta? Y a las tres sono la
puerta....("Hola..."). ^Estodo?
NS-10: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo... a la una. A las dos ayer, a las dos de la
tarde.... estaba saliendo el sol. Y a las tres...de la tarde... estaba leyendo el periodico y
sonando el telefono. Contesto el telefono alas cuatro....("Magnifico...") Las tres diez
estaba escuchando music...a ayer por la tarde. [] Las tres diez estaba sonando el timbre de
la puerta. Las tres diez ayer por la tarde toca en la puerta. Pregunto"^Quien es?" []
("Hola...")
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NS-11: Ayer por la tarde a las tres menos diez estaba lloviendo. Cuando paro de Hover...
Recibi una Hamada telefonica mientras que leyera el periodico... eh ... eh... era, era mi
amigo Pablo que me invito a salir... ah! me invito a jugar al golf. Eh, mi amigo repaso a
cogerme sobre las tres y diez. [Subject says in English that he "did something wrong"
because he wanted to say something about the newspaper, so he repeats Picture 3, but he
repeats his original utterance.] The researcher points to the phone and asks: "i,Que ocurrio
aqui?" The subject responds: "Aqui? Mientras leyo el telefono... [laughter]...mientras
lea-, mientras leyo periodicos sono el telefono." [When asked similarly about Picture 2,
the subject responds: "A las tres menos cinco escampo o paro de Hover." ]
NS-12: Ayer por la tarde.. .em.. .estaba lloviendo y se veia a traves de la ventana. Llovia
alrededor de las tres de la tarde. [] alrededor de las tres de la tarde el sol estaba brillando
se veia un dia muy asoleado ... y esto lo observaba a traves de la ventana. Um, eran
exactamente las tres de la tarde cuando uh... del mismo dia.. .yo leia ElDiario y de
repente sono ei telefono. [] el telefono inmediatamente dije, eh "Diga" y era Pablo que
llamaba entonces le dije ("Magnifico...") Estamos tratando de organizar una cita [] a
reunimos y por esto razon me habia Hamado. A las tres y diez de la tarde o diez rhinutos
despues de las tres, eh, sono el timbre, y ya estamos listos, eh ya estaba listo el equipo con
equipo de golf .la... la la bolsa con el, labolso con todos los, los palos de golf. Y de
repente se escucho una voz que era Pablo, y Pablo dijo ("Hola...") y entonces tuvimos..
.eh.. .el arreglo para salir a jugar golf.
NS-13: Ayer por las tarde estaba lloviendo. Eran las tres menos diez de la tarde. La
habitacion estaba en calma. No se veia, no se veia a nadie en la habitacion solamente
habiauna mesa y encima de la mesa el telefono. A las tres menos cinco dejo de Hover y
empezo a salir el sol... empezo a salir el sol. La habitacion seguia en calma. De repente a
las tres de la tarde sono el telefono. Juan estaba leyendo el periodico mientras el telefono
sonaba. Juan a las tres dejo de leer el telefono, eh, dejo de leer el periodico y contesto al
telefono. El dijo, "Diga," y continuo, ("Magnifico..."). Un amigollamaba para quedar. A
las tres y diez...sono el timbre. Alguien Hamo al timbre de la casa. Los palos estaban
junto a la puerta. La personaque llamabaeraPablo. La persona que llamaba era Pablo, la
persona con la que Juan habia quedado a las tres cuando hablo por telefono.
NS-14: Ayer por la tarde, casi a las tres de la tarde, estaba lloviendo. Ahm... casi a
las...como unos cincominutos mas tarde dejodeHover y saUo el sol. A las tres enpunto
yo estaba leyendo el periodicoElDiario cuando sono el telefono. Conteste el telefonoy
era mi amigoPablo. "Diga," conteste (Magnifico...) Pablome habia... si que queria ir a
jugar al golf. A las tres y diez de la tarde sono la campanade la puerta y era mi amigo
Pablo...y entonces nos fuimos como las diez, mas de la, de las tres de la tarde fuimos a
jugar a! golf
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NS15: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloyiendo. Despues salio el sol. Mientras el senor leia el
periodico... sono el telefono. El levanto el telefono y dijo "Diga" y estaba Pablo en otra
linea. Mientras el hablaba, alguien vino en la puerta y toco el timbre. [] Y la persona
que estaba atras de la puerta dijo ("Hola..[Prompted for Picture 5, but prompted in
present tense: "Tell me what happens here"]. Suena el timbre.
Beginner (BGNR)
BGNR-1: Ayer por la tarde estaba Ilo-lloviendo.. .llovien- llovieno. A las tres menos
cinco minutos...uh...estaba...[]...habia el sol. [] A las tres de la tarde suena el telefono.
El hombre leaunperiodico...um....El hombre [] contesta el telefono y hable conun
amigo. El amigo se llama Pablo. A las tres [] A las tres y diez minutos suena la, la
puerta...oh, el timbre...suena el timbre. EsPablo y Pabloy...el hombre juegan goIf...voy a
jue- jugargolf
BGNR-2: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo...um, a las tres. Ayer por la tarde
estaba...vea el sol. Ayer por la tarde estaba ello no contesta el telefono. Ayer por la tarde
estaba ello hablando por la telefono. [Researcher clarifies the instructions; activity begins
again.] Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo...um...a las cinco minutos de tres...un...el sol
shine, I don't know. A las tres de la tarde ello no contesta el telefono. Um...ello hablando
por la telefono con su amigo. Um... ah... Ayer el timbre... ayer el hombre visita el
amigo...jugar...por jugar el golf Pablo quierejugar el golf
BGNR-3: [Discarded because the subject's native language was found to be Vietnamese.]
Ayer por la tarde llevando. Ayer por la tarde el sol. Ayer por tarde leer periodico. Ayer
por la tarde decir telefono. Ayer por la tarde juega el golf Ayer por la tarde []....
BGNR-4: Ayer por la tarde estaba [] Ilo-, estaba Hoverpor la tarde y despues... el
sol...salgo...despues de cinco minutos. Esta en...una...casa. Un hombre estaba leyendo
el periodico cuando el telefono...um...sona. El hombre contesto el telefono. Estaba su
amigo Pablo y...ah...diga que... [] quevayan.... A las tres y diez el timbre sona. Estaba
Pablo y dice que esta a la puerte, la puerta.
BGNR-5: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo...lloviendo. [] ...y a la trece, um, el sol sale
y...estaba lei, lei [pronounced li-aye] el periodico cuandoel telefono sone...y...yo
contesta, conteste el telefono y hable a la Pablo. A las diez, tres y diez el timbre sone
...y...yo con-, conteste el puerto para, para ir...el gol-...juegue el golf
BGNR-6: Ayer por la tarde estaba... um... lloviendo... y... .um... [] despues... um... el
sol...saUendo [Subject asks for correct form ofverb.]....saH6. El telefono... sonado?
(Subject asks again. ) ...sono. Um...[] mientras...um...ley6 el periodico. Mmm...
contesto el telefono...um... [Asks for help again, butmispeaks, saying...] Ere con mi
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amigo Pablo. Um...El timbre son6...um...[] um... [long sigh]. Ala []
puerta...mmm... ere mi amigo Pablo... um... ah....
BGNR-7: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo [translates into English] ... a las..,
diez.. .menos, er, a las tres menos diez en la tarde. En cinco minutos, um, el sol, er, sale el
sol [translates into English]. A las tres en la tarde... sona... el telefono. El hombre... el
hombre... dice ("Magnifico..."). A las tres y diez el timbre sona en la casa.. .a las puerta el
hombre dice ("Hola..
BGNR-8: Ayer pof la tarde estaba lloviendo... ah... a tres hora... menos cinco el
sol...soyando...[] um.[sigh] ...el hombre leyo un el periodico. A tres hora...el telefono
sonando. El hombre...uh...conteste el telefono. Esta una amigo. A tres hora y diez
um...el timbre... [Subject struggles; told to just use infinitive.] ... sonar... el timbre sonar.
Un amigo...te amigo invitar, invite...lo invite jugar el golf
BGNR-9; Questionnaire numbered "9" taken but not returned.
BGNR-10: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviena...um.. La dia...no llovia. [] El hombre...
leer..el periodico...y el telefono...um...sone. El hombre...conteste...el telefono...y hab-,
hable. Um.... El timbre sone, el amigo [subject asks for vocabulary] ...el amigo
llegado... a jugar golf
BGNR-11: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo. Son las, fue las tres menos dice.. .y a las
tres menos cinco.. .uh.. .la tiempo fue bueno. A las tres el telefono sone e el hombre fue, y
el hombre lia el periodico. Y el hombre conteste el telefono... diche ("Diga"). A las tres y
diez el timbre sone...y el amigo diche C'Hola...").
BGNR-12: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo a las dos y... [Subject prompted] tres menos
cinco... [] Ayer por la tarde estaba... el sol...salo. Ayer por la tarde estaba el senor leyendo
el periodicaa las tres...el telefono sone. Ayer por la tarde estaba el senor conteste el
telefono.. .El senor hablo con Pablo. Ayer por la tarde... estaba tres y diez.. .um.. .juge el
golf. Sone el timbre. Ayer por la tarde estaba... el hombre Pablo... sone el timbre.
Intermediate (INT)
INT-1: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo. El sol esto saliendo a las las tres. Um, el
telefono sono. Paco leyo el periodica. Paco contesto el telefono. Um, el amigo dijo
"Vamonosya." El timbre sono. El amigodePaco 11ego...golf.
INT-2: Ayer por la tarde esta... um, [] ...lloviendo. Eldia...[] ...um, no estaba jugar []
Mi amigoy yo...mi amigoyyo...um...invitaba...todos los dias...um...estuvieron...
Hover...estuvieron...lloviendo...porque... []...elhombre...estuvieron...leyendo el
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peri6dico...y...el telefono estuvieron.... so-naron... [] sona--...sonando... [] Ayerporla
tarde el timbre estuvieron... sonando? ^No?
INT-3: Ayerpor la tarde estaba lloviendo. Son las cinco menos tres...el telefono estaba
sonando. Son las tres el hombre lee... el periodico y el telefono estaba sonando. [] El
hombre responde el telefono "Diga." El hombre pregunto ("Magnifico..."). Pablo
pregunto a Juan...invitajugar, jugando el golf...a son las tres y diez minutos. El hombre
oy6...sona a la puerta... [Prompted for Picture 5] El timbre estaba sonando.
INT-4: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo...diez minutos para tres...para las tres. Y
despues el proximo, el dia proximo a las tres estaba bien la fuera, la fuera. El telefono...
um. son--, sone cuando el hombre estaba leyando el periodico... a las tres de la tarde.
[Pictures out of order; fixed.] Despues el hombre llamo a Pablo para salir... el hombre fue
casa de Pablo y...sone, y sono a Pablo.
INT-5: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo y el hombre esta [] y el telefono no es... .son-,
sono.. .y el sol es, esta en el aire libre pero el telefono no sono y el hombre fue leyendo el
periodicoy es...uh...waiting for el telefono...ah...sonando...y fmalmente el telefono sono
y el hombre contes—, contesto...y el dijo que "Diga" y entonces el dijo ("Magnifico..
Y...uh...despues de el hombrehab—, hablo en el telefono, uh...el timbre sono, [] ...y yo
pienso que el hombre fue a jugar goIf...y...en el aire libre, uh, el hombre dijo ("Hola...")
INT-6: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo a las tres menos diez...um.. .pero cinco minutos
tarde el sol sali...y, um, estaba muy bonita afuera. Um, el hombre que vive en el casa
estaba, er, no tendra nada hacer porque...um...lloviendo, pero a las tres el telefono...sona
cuando el lee el periodico. Um, el hombre dice, "Diga" y estaba su amigo y quiere, el
amigo quiere hacer algun con el hombre. A las tres y diez el timbre sona y el hombre no
estaba aqui. El persona que sona el timbre dice "Hola", y estaba Pablo.
INT-7: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo.. .y.. .un hora, des—.. .un momento.. .y...
durante el dia...el sol saliendo? [] Un hombre leyendo y el telefono son—, sonaron,
soniendo. El contes-, contesto...um...el telefono...y...el tiembre soniendo, son—, sono,
soniendo...y el...y... [sigh]...y el jugado, jugo...el golf con otra persona.
INT-8: Acaba por la tarde estaba lloviendo. Es...son las tres menos diez dela
tarde...um...el sol acaba...uh...or, um...el sol sal—, sal~, saiga a las tres menos cinco de la
tarde. A las tres de la tarde el telefono estaba...um...sonar y el hombre estaba leyendo el
periodico. El hombre contesta el telefono y hablaba con un hombre, un chico se llama
Chicoy diga que "Vamonos." Alas tres y diez de la tarde... el timbre estaba [] ....sonado.
v.. .a las tres y diez de la tarde Pablo llegaba a la casa.
INT-9: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo y el telefono sono. El tiempo hacemuybien.
Es, um,. es [] es tres en la tarde. El hombre leyo el periodico...y el telefono sonaba. El
hombre contesto el telefono y unpersona en el telefono dice ("Magnifico...") El tiembre
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sono porque un persona esta en otra lado. A persona dice ("Hola.."Quiero jugar
golf."
INT-10: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo. Y fue tres de la tarde y luego el sol...el sol
sali—, salir. El telefono f~, fue [] un mujer. OK, um...un telefono estaba sonando...A
mujer estaba ley-, leyendo...um...el mujer contes--, contesta el telefonoy dice"Diga."
El timbre...el timbre son--, sono...a 1as tres y diez. Un mujer estaba visitando, dice
"Hola".
Advanced students/No study abroad (ADV/NSA)
ADV/NSA-1: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo y a las tres hace buen tiempo. I guess,
hizo buen tiempo. Uh...habia un hombre que leyo ElDiarioy q\ telefono sono. Y, ah,
dice...[] A las tres...el hablo con Pablo...y....a las tres y diez el...el timbre sono? y habia
[] palos del golf cerca de la puerta y Pablo es-, estuvo a la puerta.
ADV/NSA-2: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo. [] Hoy... estaba caliente. Es~,
estaba...oh, el telefono...son--, [Subject asks for clarification.] ...El sol, like, salio? delas
nueve? En este foto el telefono son—, sono, sueno? [] El persona leo el periodico. Una
persona conteste a el telefono...este foto...um...musica? ...oh, el timbre sono, sona? []
sono. Um...jugue musica? y Pablo estaba aqui.
ADV/NSA-3: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo y son las tres hace calor. El hombre esta
leyendo el periodico y el telefono esta sonando. El hombre contesta el telefono y
Pablo... .y... .mm.. .uh...entonces el timbre...sona.. .um. Pablo y el hombrevan a jugar al
golf.
APV/NSA-4: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo. Ayer por la tarde estaba [] buen
tiempo. A las tres el telefono sonoy el timbresono a las tres. Es mi amiga, mi amigo
Pablo y dije "^Quiere jugar golf?".
ADV/NSA-5: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo. A las tres y.. .um, cinco minutos
mas... hacia buen tiempo. El hombre estable sentado cuando llamo el telefono. El hombre,
tambien el hombre estaba leyendoEl Diario. El hombre contesto el telefono y dijo
("Magnifico...") y...[] Proximo...el, el timbre son6....acerca de el timbre esta...estaba
clubs de golf [] ...una voz llamo...[] un voz dijo ("Hola...")... y sono el timbre.
ADV/NSA~6: Ayer por la tarde a las dos, er tres menos diez es, esta, estaba lloviendo. A
las tres menos cinco hace buen tiempo, er, hacia buen tiempo. Ayer por la tarde a las tres
el telefono sonoy el hombre estaba leer, er, le—, leyendo el periodico en su silla. Ayerpor
la tarde su amigo, uh, hablo con su amigopor la telefono. Su amigo se llamabaPablo. A
las...OK. Hablo con Pablo a las tresde la tarde. A lastresy diez el timbre sono y yo creo
que Pablo y el hombre fue al curso de golf. Um... estaba su, um, ayer por la tardePablo
llego a las tres y diez...
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ADV/NSA-7: Ayer por la tarde estaba Iloviendo.. .y despues, um, hacia hace calor.
Mm...a las tres cuando el hombre estaba leyendo el periodico el telefono son6...y esta
Pabloenlatelefono. Nosemas... El timbre sono...hace dos minutos...el golf? ^Como
se dice "clubs"? [] ....palos estaba casi cerca de la puerta, y esta Pablo en la puerta para
jugar golf.
ADV/NSA-8: Ayer por la tarde estaba Iloviendo a las tres menos diez. Era tres menos
cinco cuando hace sol afuera. Era las tres cuando el telefono sonaba y el hombre fue
leyendo la, el periodico. El hombre contestaba el telefono y su amigo Pablo fue en la
telefono. Era las tres y diez sonaba el timbre. Pablo, Pablo fue a, a la puerta y el queria
jugar golf con el hombre.
ADV/NSA-9: Ayer por la tarde estaba Iloviendo y son las dos, o tres menos diez en la
tardey habiaun telefono que estaba encima deunamesa...y cinco minutos despues...no
estaba Iloviendo todavia y el sol estaba brillando por la ventan~o a traves de la ventana y,
entonces un hombre vino y sento en la silla y estaba leyendo un periodico, y [] cinco
minutos despues y el telefono... ^Como se dice? ...son6...y...el hombre llamo el telefonoy
es, sospecho que es, es su amigo Pablo y q\ dijo a Pablo que... el deber a venir a la casa de
este hombre, y diez minutos despues, el timbre sono y...hay...iristrumentos de golf..que
estan al lado de la puerta y entonces el hombre dijo ("Hola...") y es posible que Pablo y
este hombre en la casa van a curso de golf para jugar.
ADV/NSA-10: Ayer por la tarde...um... habia, er, estaba Iloviendo y mas tarde el sol
salia. A las:tres de la tarde.. y a las tres el telefono [] sonaba cuando el hombre fue
leyendo el periodico...y el hombre,,um, contestaba el telefono y diga (Ma^mfico...")
Y...a las diez, a las cincoy diez, um, el timbre...sonaba...y...fue Pablo. & dice
("Hola...")-
Advanced students/With study abroad (ADV/SA)
ADV/SA-1: Ayer por la tarde estaba Iloviendo. Um...que mas...pero entonces...hacia
mucho calor.. .um.. .y el hombre estaba leyendo el periodico cuando sono el telefono. El
hombredijo "Hola" y fue su, su amigoPablo paraplariear el dia, er, hacer planespara el
dia, um, y fmalmente..." he"...lleg6...el, el hombre el amigopara jugar el golf
ADV/SA-2; Ayer por la tarde estabaIloviendo y a las tres menos cinco...mmm... []. Ayer
por la tarde estaba Iloviendo y a las cuatro menos cinco el sol viene. A las tres el telefono
sonoy hombre estaba leyendo£/Z)/ano, el periodico. El contesta, contesto el telefonoy
estabahablando con su amigoPablo. Y a las tres y diez el timbre sono y Pabloy el
hombre van a jugar golf Y Pablo estaba a la puerta.
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ADV/SA-3: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo y despues salio el sol. Despues do salio el
sol sono el telefono. El hombre estaba leyendo el periodico a las tres de la tarde.
Um.. .Bueno, dejo de leer el periodico y contesto el telefono. Y le hablo un amigo.. .y
..despues, me parece que fue, ah, o sono el, la puerta, el timbre de la puerta y, um, decidio
que iba a ir ajugar golf con un amigo, Pablo, y....um...y me parece que es todo.
ADV/SA-4: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo. A las tres menos diez. Luego a las tres
menos cinco ponia el sol...y...ah...estaba...se ponia el sol. A las tres sonaba el telefono
cuando el hombre leia El Diario, el periodico ElDiario. Hablaba un, una hora con un
hombre se llama Pablo, hablaba hasta las cuatro.. .y parece que se van a ir a, a un lugar
como dice"Vamonos ya." A las cinco...alguien Ilamo a la puerta...y parece que sevan al
jugar... porque tiene una cosa de golf. A las cinco y diez viene Pablo y se van.
ADV/SA-5: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo y de repente salio el sol. Um....el hombre
estaba leyendo el periodico cuando sono el telefono. Um...un amigo le hallamado para
invitarle a jugar un.. .jugar golf. Pues un poco despues de las tres sono el timbre. Y un
amigo en la puerta es Pablo.
ADV/SA-6: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo y cinco minutos para la tres.. .habia, er,
hacia sol...estaba un telefono... [] ...un telefono encima un la mesa. A las tres...ah, sono el
telefono cuando un hombre estaba leyendo un periodico, El Diario. El hombre con--,
contesto el telefono y dijo ("Magmfico..."). Y paso a las tres...y a las tres diez...sono
el...como se dice...[] ...el timbre y...habia en la salaun bolso de golf [] ...y en este
momento, a las tres y diez, digo, dijo alguien ("Hola...") y probablemente se fueron a
jugar, ajugar golf.
ADV/SA-7: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo. Como a las tres de la tarde yo fue a
contestar el telefono...a las tres estaba leyendo un periodico y despues...estaba Ilamando
por telefono con un amigo Pablo. Probablemente los dos hombres van a tener [] ... a las
cinco llego Pablo por mi casa y...el timbre estaba sonando. ("Hola..Me [] por favor.
[Prompted for Picture 3.] Como a las tres en la tarde hay un hombre que estaba leyendo un
periodico y en lo mismo tiempo el telefono estaba sonando.
ADV/SA-8: Pues, se puede ver primero a las tres menos diez esta lloviendo fuera y hay
un telefono en una mesa en la sala. Y pues a las tres menoscinco...um...se salio el sol y
todavia no hay nadie salvo, er, sino hay un telefono en el cuarto. Y a las tres un hombre
entrado en la sala y esta sentado...um...a lado del telefono, y, el telefono ha son-, sonado,
sofiadoy, uh, el hombre contesta al telefono y dice ("Diga") Y todavia son las tres, um, y
a las tres y diez hay alguien a la puerta que ha tocado el timbre y el, el, hay unos palos de
golf al lado de la puertay no hay nadie en el cuarto y a las tres y diez todavia no se puede
ver a nadie pero los palos de golf todavia estan en la sala dice alguien ("Hola..
[Prompted for Picture 5.] ... [] ... el timbre suena.
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ADV/SA-9: Ayer estaba lloviendo a las tres menos diez... [] y a las tres menos cinco el
sol empezo brillar. A las tres un liombre estaba sen-, no, a las tres un hombre estuvo
sentada en una silla leyendo un periodico y el telefono empezo sonar, sonar. El dijo
"Diga" y hablo, hablo aPablo...y...el... y el...uh...d termino la conversaci6n...a las tres y
diez ... el, [how say, oh] el timbre sono y imagine que el fui para jugar el golf... fue para
jugar el golf.. .um... el timbre fue Pablo y... salieron.
ADV/SA-10: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo...mm...y... [] las tres en la tarde y um...
despues deuna horay hace mucho soI...um, en este cuarto un hombre esta leyendo un
periodico...y... hay un ruido por telefono y el necesita llamar por telefono...y cuando el
contes-, contesto el telefono el dijo ("Diga") La persona dijo, le dijo por telefono.. .y...
mas tarde...hay un timbre...y...um...tal vez es el amigo de, del hombre en el cuarto, su
amigo que queria ir a, a golf. En el ultimafotografia es... estabael amigo de, del hombre
para a la... [Prompted for Picture 5.] Hay un timbre de la puerta...[].. .no se.
Advanced bilinguals (ADV/BI)
ADV/BI-1: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendoy era un dia muy tranquilo.. .eran la tres,
las diez para las tres y todo estaba muy tranquilo en la casa.. .y de pronto salio el sol, mas o
menos cinco minutos mas tarde, y todavia no habia nada pasando en la casa. Pero tres, el
senor que estaba leyendo el periodico...y descansando...oy6 el sonido del telefono...sono
•y interrumpio [] lectoro del periodico. "Diga", contesto. Y otro telefono oyo
("Magmfico..O parece que tal vez fue el que lo dijo. Pero entonces parece que
hicieronplanes para hacer algo comohacia sol y ahoraparece que iba hacer algo con su
amigoPablo. Entonces diezminutos sono el timbrey [] preparadocon sus clubes de
golf.. .iban a salir. Y entonces dentrode [] minutos llego a la, a la puerta el senory hablo
con Pablo y entonces los dos pasaronel resto de la tarde [] el dia jugando al golf.
ADV/BI-2: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo duroy.. .falta diezminutos para las tres.
En la casa dePablo habiaun telefono... y cinco minutos despues salio el sol...y...
despues...a las tres... [] ...sono el telefono...y todavia estaba haciendo sol afueray el
Pablo estaba sentado leyendo el periodicoEIDiario. Eh...Pablo oyo el telefonoy lo
contesto. Dijo "Diga" y en el telefono, por el telefono, su amigo dijo ("Magnifico...").
Estaba invitandoa Pablo a un lugar, pero todaviano se donde... .y despues diezminutos
mas su amigo llego a la casa dePabloy...um...empuj6 el doorbell y el doorbell sonoy
creoque ellosiban ajugar golf porque aqui esta eljuguete de golf ..y atras del puerto dijo
su amigo, ("Hola,..")
ADV/BI-3: Ayer por la tarde, cerca de las tres, estaballoviendo. Y se paro y salio el sol,
me parece. Y sono el telefono. Hay un homb-, hay un, habia un hombre alH sentado
leyendo periodico. Entonces sono, sono el telefono. El contesto el telefono y dijo "Diga"
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y parece que estahablando con...um...un conocidoy dijo ("Magnifico..."). []...parece
que estaban [] a un lugar... citaron. Y, ah, pasaron, uh, habia pasado las tres de la tarde y
parece que sono el timbre y estaba alii los clubes de golf alH [] de la puerta. Y.. .y...um, se
podria oir el companero Pablo diciendo ("Hola..."). [] ...parece que estaban para salir,
jugar golf.
ADV/BI-4: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo... era diez para las tres y cinco para las tres
salio el sol. Entonces a las tres....sono el telefono y, ah, cuando estaba llovi-, ah...
perdone, estaba leyendo el peri6dico ElDiario, y sono el telefono a las tres.
Urn...entonces [] ("Diga") Entonces a las tres Pablo llamoy... [] ..entonces a las tres y
diez sono el timbre y ...meparece que Pablo viene para jugar al golf, y ya ("Hola...")
entonces, ya no se que mas, que Pablo viene para jugar al golf conmigo.
ADV/BI-5; Ayer por la tarde, eran casi las tres de la tarde, cuando estaba lloviendo.
Unos cinco minutos mas tarde aparecio el sol.. .y estoy mirando por la ventana un telefono.
A las tres en punto mientras leo ElDiario suena el telefono, pero todavia hace sol.
Contesto el telefono por decia "Diga," y es Pablo, ("Magnifico..Es decir me ha pedido
que saiga con el para hacer algo, no se que sera. A las tres y diez suena la timbre de la
puerta y el equipo de golf esta cerca de la puerta, aunque yo no se jugar golf, es decir, yo
soy novicio, es decir, es decir de verdad no soy buen jugador de golf Y contesta Pablo en
el microfono que es el quien llama la puerta.
ADV/BI-6: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo. Pero dentro de poco salio el sol brillante...
como muchos dias. Cuando salio el sol, alrededor de los tres por la tarde, yo estaba
leyendo el periodico cuando de repente sono el telefono. Pues conteste yo el telefono
deciendo "Digame." Um, fue mi amigo Pablo. El me pregunto si quisiera ir a jugar al golf
con el. Pues, el no tardar mucho a llegar a mi casa porque vivia muy cerca, asi que fue
alrededor de las tres, no, fue las tres y diez cuando sono el timbre. Yo tema todo mi
equipo de golfjus—, nnn...preparadoy cerca de la puert— ... pues justamente fue lo que
pense era Pablo y yo conteste la puerta y me dijo el, ("Hola...")
ADV/BI-7: Bueno, ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo, mmm, parece que llovio mucho,
eran las tres menos tres. En el segundo dibujo, salio el sol y ya son, eh, eran porque
estamos hablando en el pasado, eran las tres menos cinco. Hay un enfoque en el telefono
parece que algo va a pasar con el telefono, yo no se que pero parece. Dibujo number tres,
numero tres, eran las tres y un hombre bastante grande estaba leyendo ElDiario^ creo que
es un periodico de Mexico, ^no? [] ...Y...^C6mo se dice?...sono el telefono, puede ser un
amigo que esta llamando o, no se sabe tambien puede ser alguien vendiendo algo. En el
dibujo cuatro, oh si, es un amigo...todavia...siempre me olvido que estoy hablando en algo
que paso en el pasado. Eran las tres, respondio al telefono el hombre del dibujo y estaba
hablando con un amigo que se llamaba Pablo. Parece que le invito a hacer algo. []
Supongo que vamos a ver que. El dibujo cinco, eran las tres y diez y alii son []...ah, palos
degolf. Van a jugar al golf. LlegoPablo, si, el amigo se llamaPablo. LlegoPablo y sono
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el timbre. [] Eran las tres y diez y Pablo esta en la puerta gritando a.. .el otro, no sabemos
como se llama aquel otro y parece bastante seguro que van a ir a jugar al golf.
ADV/BI-8: Ayer estaba lloviendo muy fuerte, pero de pronto se puso el sol, se salio el sol
y, pues, alU estuvo el telefono... en, en la mesa... entonces como las tres ya se salio el sol y
el senor estaba mirando su, estaba leyendo su periodico cuando sono el telefono. Luego el
senor recogio el telefono. y era su amigoPablo y Pablo quiso salir.. jugar se [] que van a
salir a jugar el, el golf...unjuego de golf. Entonces el dice que si esta de acuerdoque
quiere salir ahora con Pablo que venga eri unos quince minutos. De pronto llega Pablo,
toca el timbre, y alii listos sus... clubs, golf clubs, []...para salir a, a jugar el golf, el juego
de golf Entonces cuando sono el timbre. Pablo anuncio que ya habia llegado, dice
C'Hola...") "Abreme la puerta."
ADV/BI-9: Ayer por la tarde estaba lloviendo, eran las, eran las, las tres mends diez.. .un
poco antes de las tres...ah...bueno, ah habia sol, habia sol. Ah...bueno, hay unamesi—
uh, una meseta y telefono en la meseta...uh...y....no ese esta pasando, ^no? Este es el
numero tres, o uno, dos, OK. Ahm, OK, es asi, asi. Ah OK son, son dos, dos cuadros
diferentes. OK...en el cuadro numero uno pues esta, estaba lloviendo...uh...ayer por la
tarde...en, en el cuadro dos salio el sol y...um...de repente [] salio el sol dentro de cinco
minutos. Bueno OK, numero tres. Ah, el hombre esta leyendo el periodico El
Z)/flr/o...ah...bueno, al las tres de la tarde... todaviahabia sol y, bueno, sono el timbre...
um ...habian las tres...ah el hombre contesto el telefono...uh, y obviamente pues...uh...le
llamoPablo...y [] um, numero cinco [] bueno, ya son las tres y diez, yapaso diez
minutos. Uh.. .sono el timbre. Ah! [] uso la palabra "timbre" pero so—, sono el telefono
aqui, aqui sorio el timbre y...nuestro senorya teni— ya tenia sus palos de golfo. Ah...y...
ah! pues... um...lleg6Pablo a la puertay entonces [] queprobablemente por la llamadade
telefono esPablo, ah, Pablo [] invito a acompanarle a jugar golf, jugar golfo. Asi que
llegoPablo para... ah... pasopor el. [] Imaginoqueya salieron parajugar al golfo.
ADV/BI-10: Ayer por la tarde estaballoviendo, pero de muy pronto paso el tormentode
llueve. En diezminutos salioel sol. Y, sono el timbre del telefono y el hombre Pablo
estaba leyendo su periodico. Estabamuy interesado en el periodico, cuando sono el
timbre, se alegro porqueel tenia aspiracion quepuedeser su amigo porqueantes el []
planes de ir a jugar al golf. Pero por el Iluvia no se pudieron. Entonces [] salio el sol, sono
el telefono. El hombre contestoy dijo "Digame...ah magnifico". EraPablo. "Vamosya",
dijo el hombre. Estaba el muy emocionado porque el sabe que ibaa salir ajugargolf, golf
con su amigo. Pues, paso diez minutos muy rapido y sono el timbre de la puerta. Esome
parece muy raroque llego su amigo tan, tantemprano, debe vivirmuy cerca de su amigo,
yo creo. Bueno, el dijo ("Hola...") y ahi estaba listo todo para ir a salir dejugargolf.
Imagino que loshombres se dis~, diyierteron, sevan a disfrutar mucho. jYa!
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